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SD Kr, APRIL 21 1954

3 Hospitals
.e Filled

nkfort, Ky. — Kentucky's
Tuberculosis Hospitals were
ng 731 patients March 31,
the entire group of six hoebeing operated at full capeit was announced today by
3. Miller, executive secretary
e State Tuberculosis Sanatoria
nission.
population of the hospitals
Jed the following in each [A
ricl of March.,
diaonville, 107; Louisville, 219;
, 103; Ashland, 28; London,
rid Glasgow. M.
taide of the Hazelwood Sans:
n, Louisville, the other hosare of 100 bed capacity each.
ring the month . there were
admissions to the hospital*.
ischarges.

)Lk

LENORE $150.00
Also $200 to 350
Wedding Ring $75.00

FURCIIES

Jewelry Store
113 South 4th St.
Phone 193-J

JRCHILL
HOME

Selected As A Best All Roaaltantnekr—dommuntly—Newsrisper

Urged
Circulation In TS*
City; Largest
Circulation In
The County
nited

Pre88

IN OUR 75th YEAR

Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, April 22, 1954

MURRAY POPULATION 8,000

cCAR7111-ARMY HEARINGS START TODAY
r Pseudo-L. ¶et
And
cCarthy
Aid Reds,
my Hearings
larified

HAMMER AND SICKLE OVERSHADIDW ALL ASIA

General Says McCarthy Tried
Jury Finds
For Neither In For Commission For Schine
Wreck Case

le:er

FBI DirecWASHINGTON 1
tor J. Edge, Hoover said today
that "pseudo liberals" may do
more to further the Communist
cause in this country than the
Communists themselves.
In a speech acceptir.g an award
of merit from the 63rd Congress
of the Daughters of the American
Revolution, Hoover said "otherwise respectable, seemingly intelligent persons, perhaps unknowingly aid the Communist cause more
effectively than the Communists
themselves.
The pseudo-liberal can be more
destructive than the known Communist because of the esteem
which his cloak of respectability
Invites," he said.
whose
Eisenhower,
President
wife Mamie is a DAR member,
was to address the daughters later

an investigation of Army chart!
By RAYMOND LAHR
that McCarthy and his subcomand HERBERT FOSTER
United Press Staff Correspondents mittee chief counsel, Roy M. Cohn
tried by "improper means" to
The jury yesterday returned a
ASHINGTON. Apr. 22, VI —
WASHINGTON, Apr. 22. ,I14 — special treatment for Pvt. Schla.
verdict for neither the plaintiff
's a summary of what the
testifi- They also involve counter-charet
nor the defendent in the case of Maj. Gen, MRes W. Reber
-McCarthy hearings are all
Elroy Sykes vs Max Walker, in ed today that Sen. Joseph H. Mc- by McCarthy and Cohn that WE
t•
Carthy (R.-Wis.) tried repeatedly Army used Cohn as a "hostafte"'
Calloway Circuit Court.
to get an Army commission tor to "blackmail" them into callint
The Army charged that Sen.
The case Involved an accideat an aide, G. David Schine.
ageph R. McCarthy (R.-Wis-) and
off investigation of alleged COMbetween a truck driven by HerCounsel Roy M. Cohn and
Reber. former liaison officer be- munist infiltration of the Army.
Sykes
Plumbing
the
Witty
for
man
Wye
P.
Francis
Director
tween the Army and Congress,
Reber testified that the efforts td
Company and a Ford driven by
of McCarthy's permanent oiwas the first witness in the Senate get a commission for Schine start:
by
and
owned
Burlon
Holsapple
kgating subcommittee
use 11
Investigating subcommittee's public ed when he was summoned to I
Max Walker.
'proper means" to pressure the
inquiry into a months-old feud De- conference in N1cCarthy's offIti
Army to give special treatment to
last July 8. Cohn joined in the Mil
The accident occurred tn aenu- tween McCarthy and the Army.
Pet. G. David Schine. friend of
The general testified that he cussion.
ary of this year at Midway, South
avt1
Subsequently.
McCarthy
Cohn and former unpaid chief
went to work at once on McCarof Murray.
consultant of the subcommittee.
thy's request but that in the end Cohn repeatedly urged speed in (Sib
The incident came about v.:hen Schine's application was rejected. attempt to make Schine an °Met;
McCarthy denied this ans counthe car and truck collided as the Schine. then an unpaid consultant because the subcommittee aide
Hoover said that one of the diftoday'
tarcharged that the Army tried to
truck was turning from the highof the Senate subcommittee, e- was about to be drafted
ficulties in fighting Communism in
ass favors for Schine to pressure
way to the East at Midway. Beth
Reber said Cohn called him on
this couhtry is - that -whenever one
ventually was drafted.
the subcommittee into calling off
vehicles were traveling South at
has dared to expose the CommuThe present hearings. opened be- the average of "two or three timea
ite investigation of Communists in
the time.
and
nist threat he has invited upon
fore television cameras in a jam- a day" between July 17,
the Army. He said it als3 tried to
It was testified that the truck med Senate caucus rcosn. are the end of that month.
himself the adroit and skilled 'talOA the subcommittee to turn its
Reber also said that during that
was knocked 75 feet by the iinpaet
ents of experts of character asinquiry on the Navy and Air sassination."
period he received "two or thrke
and that the truck sheared a gas
Force.
calls
directly from" McCarthy
pump off its base in front of
He said the FBI has been sub"urging the necessity for sweet In
Adams Grocery.
"taunts, insults, and deHe also charged that Assistant ject to
this case."
criticism" for years.
This morning Judge Smith apSecretary of Defense H. Struve structive
Reber was Army liaison officer
pointed Rudy Hendon, Hugh GinHensel " master - minded " the
with Congress at that time. He
ales, and H. C. Corn as Jury
Army's charges against him in an
is now commanding general of the
Commissioners. They were directed
By HAROLD MELAHN
eiffort to discredit the subcommitto clean out the jury wheel and United Press Staff Correspondent U. S. Army in Western Eurofie.
tee because it planned to investiSchine, now an Army private, Was
place new names in it. No less
BONN, Germany Ut — A Rusgate Hensel.
than 500 names are to be placed sian agent of the Soviet secret pa- then unpaid consultant to the McV.
Molotov,
John Foster Dulles
M.
Anthony Eden
Choo Emial
Georges Ridault
in the wheel and no more than lice, sent from Moscow on 3 mur- Carthy subcommittee.
the way, Army secretary
Britain
Red China
France
U.S.S.R.
U. S.
WASHINGTON. Apr. 'al, 6I1 —
Asked by subcommittee counsel
600.
der mission, and two East GerT. Stevens and Army Scientists working on the Interior
The next case on the docket man Communist agents he rerruit- Roy H. Jenkins if he felt that McCOMMUNISM'S hammer and sickle overshadow all Asla as the world looks to Geneva and the
lor John G. Adams became Department's saline water program
for this term of Circuit Court is ed as assistants announced today Carthy was "high pressuring" him,
foreign ministers conference for a solution to problem of Communist encroachment in Inde-China.
I figures. McCarthy aimed
said today they know how M
Dr. A. D. Butterworth vs Gerald that they have requested U.S. po- Reber said:
of his charges at Adams convert pea water into fresh water
a "No sir. I did not feel he was
Ralph Richardson. The ease litical asylum.
and
in
McCar.
sine,
n stepped
economically on a mass production
high pressuring me although I felt
an accident between tbe
I-anvolves
The
three
told
and
their
cloak
severely criticized Brig.
basis.
two parties in January of 1942 dagger story to a packed press he wanted a favorable answer."
lph W Zwicker, commandBut at another point, in response
Estimated costs range from :In
at the intersection of North Fourth conference in the offices of the
Camp Kilmer. N.J.
to a question by Jenkins, Reber
cents to $1 for each 1,000 gallons Dear Editor:
street and Chesnut.
S High Commission.
runnmg row started on J7n. of converted water.
said: "I felt I was being put undet
In the trial in August of last
Nikolai E. Khokhlov, the MVD
31 IRSen Maj. Irving Peress, an
given a agent from 'Moscow, acted as definite pressure" by Cohn.
This Is to thank all of the good
One method, utilizing high temDETROIT ilf4 — Guests at a year Dr. Butterworth was
reReber, a big balding man, said
Army dentisk at Camp Kiimer,
was epokesman for the group.
peratures and pressure about 'IOU citizens of Calloway County for
"wake" for a wealthy Detroit in- judgement. but when the case
that as head of legislative liaison
fuied to tell McCarthy whother he times that of the surrounding at- the excellent support given the
that the
He said he was sent out from
dustrialist who died last Novem- appealed it was directed
his duty was to keep the Army
was a Communist. Peress was mosphere, would produ:e fresh 1954 campaign for the Kentucky
ber trudged home early today case be retried in Calloway Circuit Moscow in October, 1953, undea orinformed of the progress of lejthlhonorably discharged shortly after- water within the range of 30 cent' Society for Crippled Children.
ders to assassinate Georgi S. Oki"loaded with articles from his $51.00.- Court.
lation and other congressional meward and
McCarthy aemanded
This year a total of $1,379.94 has
lovich, a leader of the NTS an
to 80 cents for 1.000 gallt,ns AnThe Alma high school has an- 000 estate.
ters.
that the Army explain.
anti Communist Russian refugee
Carl F. Clarke, a 79 year old
other method, using solar energy been raised through the contribu- nounced that its graduation exerHe said that on July 8, McCarquestioned Zwicker to desalt water, would bring the tions received from the sale of cises
McCarthy
West
in
Germany.
organization
who
bachelor
"loved
beautiful
will be held the week of
agents thy called him and asked him to
intelligence
American
about the case. Stevens charged cost to an estimated $1 per I,UOU Easter Seals, the schools and the May 2-7. The baccalaureate sermon women, good books, good liquor
drop around to the senator's office.
cans placed In business houses.'
said they had carefully inveetiga.that McCarthy had humilnited the gallons.
will be Sunday night, May 2. at and good food" bequeathed 261 of
be- ed every detail of the story told Reber said he complied.
Contributions are still coming in.
-FBI
(U4
The
NEWPORT
his
a
effects
personal
Moral and refused to let any
and
lavish
8:00 p.m. Brother Leslie Lee.
Nuclear Development Associates,
In the senator's office, NicestAt this time we would like to pastor of the Lynn Grove and party to 50 of his long time friends. gan a wide search today for Bertha by the three and were "completely
num Army officers be questioned. White Plains. N.Y., said their estithy told him he was "very inletWith a ghost as host, the party Jane Miller, 36. Newport. charged satisfied" as to its accuracy.
He later relented in "memorand- mate of 30-80 cents for 1,000 gal- acknowledge our appreciation for Goshen Methodist churches will be
in obtaining a direct comThe two German agents identi- ested
um' of understanding'. with trie lons was based on a 75 millions the outstanding publicity given by the suest minister. Brother James Was staged Wednesday night at with the April 13 kidnap of .1 4mission for Mr. G. David Schine.baby.
KukoHans
month-old
as
themselves
Ledger
fied
Murray
the
of
Jim
Hotel.
Sheraton-Cadillac
Detroit's
Williams
that
dewas
widely
subcommittee
Wright, pastor of the Bethel, ingallons a day plant. The instilling
McCarthy. accompanied by his
The baby, Janie Marie Kemp- witsch and Kurt Weber.
scribed as a surrender to McCar- plant would cost about 40 million and Times, Ed Griffin of radia dependence and Brooks Chapel The bill, which included $200 worth
assassination wife Jean, who was on crutches,
found in Nashville, Tenn,
was
lin,
the
said
LancasKhokhlov
Frank
of
and
cigars
liquor
and
WNBS,
and
station
81.200
thy.
Methodist churches will give the
drew a big cheer from the crowd
dollars.
worth of food, was footed by the where she had been given to a plan was titled "Operation Rhine"
ter. manager of the local theaters. invocation and benidiction.
The Army subsequently issued a
packing the caucus room as he
home
flew
mother
Her
MVD.
the
of
files
salesman.
desecret
the
in
program
educational
Clarke.
The
late
The cost estimates came from
34-page report outlining its favorOn Tuesday night, May 4. at
made his way to a seat at the end
assassinayesterday.
child
the
for
the
plans
with
said
Buron
He
Carter.
invited
Z.
W.
were
50
by
friends
Although
foe Schine charges. McCartny a twoday closed conference called veloped
8:00 p.m. the annual Junior-Senior
of the long committee table.
charges
kidnap
carefully
filed
were
FBI
The
Okolovich
coof
the
tion
with
Gunter
were
able
45
Esco
to
the affair, only
banquet will be given. The theme
promptly accused the Army of by Interior Secretary Douglas Mc- Jeffrey,
The McCarthys arrived at 10:35
of the principals and for this year's banquet is "Old to attend the formal dinner. Three against the woman in Federal worked out before he "recruited"
having tried to "blackmail" him Kay to discuss the department's operation
am. EST—five minutes late. Mrs.
the
in
Lexington.
assistapts
German
at
Court
two
county
his
and
one
of the city
of the beneficiaries have died,
Mexico".
',:,ehind
out of investigating Reds in the water conversion program and teachers
Salesman Lloyd Duff in Nash- Soviet Zone of Germany The two McCarthy sat in a chair
valuable contribuThe commencement or graduat- was on vacation and one was replans for continuing it. More than schools was a
table.
the
to
given
to
was
taken
baby
the
were
said
said,
ville
he
Germans,
tion to the success of the cam- ing exercises will be held Thurs- cently widowed and felt it impropThe controversy had become a a score of consultants and conAssistant Secretary of Defense
him by a woman he met by chance Moscow and given special training
paign.
day night. May 6, at 8:00 P.m. er to attend "such a gay affair."
national sensation by teen and tractors attended the conference.
H. Struve Hensel, a late addition
restaurant.
for their murder assignment.
The willing cooperation of Glenn Bob Miller. Calloway County AtNine charities were willed an in a
the principals in the casc, arthere were demands for a. !unThe Miller woman was held in
They were supplied with maps to
Dr Kenneth C. D. Hickman, Ro- Doran of the Peoples Bank who torney, will be the guest speaker equal share of the cash assets of
dress investigation. Although there
vagrancy showing Frankfurt — where Okola- rived alone a few minutes early.
N Y., discussed the basic is our county campaign treasurer for this occasion. Brother Otis his estate. Valuable paintings, an- Nashville last week on
chester.
The hearings began before the
was some pressure for another
charges for three days until pre- vich was located — in minute deresearch he has made in a com- was essential to our success.
Jones. pastor of the Flint Baptist tiques, books and other relies were
cormaittee to handle the inquiry,
arrangements tail. pictures of their vihtim and staring eyes of television cameras
adoption
Last but not least, we- want to church will give the invocation left to art institutes, museums and liminary
distillation development
pression
in the ornate Senate caucus roan
McCarthy's own subcommittee
universities in Michigan. Ohio, Ar- could be made and then she wen: descriptons of 'fiis habits.
for the Badger Manufacturing Co. sincerely thank T. 0 Turner for and benediction.
congressteak over
1953, the Russian which was jammed with
as the widowed mothposing
19,
free,
Dec.
able
his
but
On
work
Mexico
his
New
and
only
not
zona
water
seid
ef
He
Mass.
members
Cambridge.
There are twenty
McCarthy stepped aside for the
flown oil: of men, reporters, and a relatively
of
were
baby.
the
of
er
three
years
the
said,
30
his
friends
his
that
which
stipulated
Clarke
guidance
as
fraction
are
can be evaporated at n
the graduating class. They
lucky spectators
hearings. Sen. Karl E. Mundt (R.SoMrs. Kemplin said the Duffs Moscow to Berlin to begin their small number of
of the energy heretofore thought experience with the Kentucky
follows: Wilda Moody. Doris Gra- should draw from an old derby
who managed to squeeze in.
for Janie Marie. mission.
well
S.D.) became acting chairman and
provided
have
at
Children
valued
effects,
Crippled
personal
for
his
for
ciety
ham, Blondie and Frankie McClure.
possible, through a mechanical
Police tried to provide sitting and
after much delay. Ray H. Jenkins
She said -They had bought a baby
The U. S. High Commission
Marjorie McCuiston, Gus Grogan. about $5,000.
process to encourage rapid boil- given him.
crib, and spokesman who arranged the press standing space for somewhat more
a
stroller,
a
carriage,
of Knoxville, Tenn, was hired as
artist
who
Detroit
a
Coppin.
Sincerely,
John
Nancy Lee, Walter Schroeder, J C.
ing.
persons. But half the
years, all new clothes for Janie:,
conference showed reporters spe- than 450
special counsel
Barnett, Ann Ross, Joel Jacksoo, had known Clarke for 35
Olila
Duff cial "poison pellets" and "special- space was reserved for subcomHoward
Mrs.
and
Kemplin
Mrs.
the
from
Both the Army and 'the McCarlowest
number
this
the
believe
drew
officials
Department
Dan Cain, Fay Lockhart, Marvin
staff. nrinciJerry Dent
agreed to exchange visits this ized pistols" which were supplied mittee members and
thy-Cohn-Carr side then- filed for- process will cut present costs of
McDaniel, June Hale, Dwain Hern- derby and made the first choice.
pals and witnesses, and a record
front the assassins in Moscow.
Co-chairmen
estranged
is
She
summer.
mahogany
top
flat
old
an
took
mal statements of charges. with. $1 50 a LOW gallons by 50 per
don, Graves Morris, Ray /dander- He
reporters. Another 90 seats
her husband, Jasper C. Kemplin,
On Jan 15, Khokhlov said, Mos- 120
the subcommittee and the hearson Jr.. Attie Mae Vance, and desk.
Were reserved for'congressmen and
Cinpostnearby
in
assassination
work
the
to
went
ordered
and
tobeneficiaries
other
way
the
of
cow
Each
ings actually got under
Dee Bogard.
cinnati. April 13 and left her four ponea because Russia did not went their families.
Solar energy presents an attracThe valedictorian and salutator- selected an article and the draw
daT
tive possibility for desaltine water
had children with the baby sitter.
the death to occur in Germany
ian have not been named as yet. continued until all of the items
When she returned home, the during the Big Four foreign minin areas where solar radiation is
4- --been claimed.
The public is ear:11811y invited.
sitter ister's conference in Berlin.
high. Some of the .conferees conCharles L. Cassidy of Grosse older children told her the
1
Idieh sers01-11.1.-kU Mas- ha taken them to a tavern, then
Alter hiding out first in Vienna
reireinaus_waua_azalleel—
cluded.....thet—empbAelt_AkflUISL
sa
By UNITED MIMS
placed upon the develop.nent of times yesterday. Yesterday mornter, said in a ton to the host. sent them home with-mil Jwire' and later in Zurich, -trabitniov
WESTPOteteCeion 616 — Movie
he began to have doubts about his
simple solar: distillers for possib'e ing they were called to 1112 Flm
"Here's to Carl Clarke. He lived Marie.
lielethweet Kentucky: Considerable mass production. They estimated
The Duffs paid the Miller wom- mission. On Feb. 18 the MVD agent and televon
i
Mar Martha Raye
a life for living. ate loved beautietseet where a washing machine
Memphis,
in
West
apartment
ekelicliness, warm with scattered this method may bring down the motor became overheated. Little
to
fare
honeymoon d today with her fifth
ful women, good books, good liquor an's bus
went to Okolovich's
planned
intended
she
said
alitieWers or thunderstorms this cost of water conversion to $1 for damage elther than to the motor
she
the
Frankfurt and told
husband, a dancer she met backThe seniors of Puryear High and good food_ His personal ob- Ark., where
an aunt, victim of the plot against his life. stage at her TV show.
afternoon, tonight and tomorrow. 1,000 gallons.
School will present a three-aet jects here have little Intrinsic to live a while with
resulted.
temorrow.
to
and
Miller.
Germans
today
High near 80
Miss Raye flew to Alexandria.
He had sent the two
comedy. "Kay Beats the Band-, value, but with each goes a sub- Mrs. Charlene
••••••.-4•••••••••.-..-Yesterday afternoon firemen were on Friday night, April 23, in the stantial share of the love he felt
Low tonight 80
The FBI has been unaole to a nearby town to collect the rum- Va . Wednesday to marry the danc_ a
place
called to the Taylor Implement Puryear High gym. The cast is as for you."
locate the aunt
er, Edward Thomas Begley. in a
der weapons from a hiding
Company building where a wel- following: Kay Meredith — CharTKMPEKATURICS
where they had been secreted by ceremony -so quiet it caught just
gas85
ders torch had ignited some
High Yesterday
about everybody, including her,.
POLICE REPORTS
lotte Willeford; Judy Meredith-a courier.
oline. The blaze was extinguished Jane Jones; Lois Andrews — Bren80
Low Lact Night
On Feb. 20, Khokhlov arranged friends, off guard.
with little damage resulting.
The marriage was Beglevai first.
LAKE EITACIES
FORT WORTH Tex.
a meeting with American intentda Sue Owens; Bessie Trotter —
uarts. asked He is 30. seven years younger than
forFrahnekwf
agents
Observed Change To
Nancy Bretton; Steve Woodward August C. Fricke told police someg the wide mquthed comedienne.
ss.i
andinsaid
syl ents
FULTON MI — Construction has rer asylum
— Maxi Paschall; Tom Nolan — one stole a coat and gloves front
At 6 cm. Midnight
Troop 77 of the Boy Scouts will
. to tell his story. including all his
Tonight
SWEEPING JOB
Bobby Bowden; Madline Rosa — his parked pickup truck, and then begun here on a• Masonic Tempi,
Yesterday
have a bake sale Saturday morn361 3 Fluct.
HOW ABOILIT ROYALTIES!
Shirley Davis; Phil Hunter — Jerry found that while making hie re- which also will house several work with the MVD.
Seeinnah
ing, April 24. on the square in
On Feb 25. he said he met
NEW HAVEN. Conn. — )1f) —
359.3 Rise 06 Murray.
— Humphreys; Miss Denny — Reba port someone had stolen a suitcase business firms in addition to its
FORT WORTH, Tex. —
Perryville
of clothing from the vehicle. Fricke frbterrial assembly rooms.
again with his two German as- After spending their spare time in
359.5 Rise 04
Johnsonville
Mothers of the Scouts will fur- Add parking hazards: Police jailed Thompson.
The two story building was fi- sistants, told them what he had the past eight years writing a 900The comedy will begin at eight told police in a second report that
359.4 Rise 0.3 nish the bake goods Everyone is the operator of a city street sweepSeet t -Fitzhugh
also nanced by the sale of bonds to done and persuades them to win page boo,
la ,on engineering. four
er's Ferry ---- 359.3 Rise 03 urged to get their bake goods for er for drunken driving after his o'clock The admission will be 25 lug nuts on his truck wheels
Communism Yale professors dedicated it to
Kootuckcy H. W. -- -- 359.4 Rise 0 3 the weekend at the sale "Red' machine hooked a parked car and and 50 cents. Reserved seats will had been loosened while he was Masons. It is scheduled for sore- him in renouncing
pletion by Sept I.
reporting the first theft.
and seeking asylum.
be 60 cents,
"Our Patient Wives."
dragged it 20 feet.
Hestucky T. W. ____ 307.1 Rise 1.1 Hale is scoutmaster of the troop.

Red Assassin
And Assistants
Seek US Asylum

Science Produces
Fresh Water
From Sea Water

Service
OnTirou

Sela

, Ky. Phone 911
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•

rive

F Letter To Editor Almo High

Graduation
May 2-7

'buy"
I.'

Vol. LXXV No. 96

,Guests Enjoy
'
"Wake" Of Old
Friend Today

Woman Sought
On Kidnap Charge

•

be a good time
istration drive?

Firemen Called
Out On Wednesday

Martha Raye
Marries Again

The
_ Weather

Seniors Of Puryear
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Troop 77 Boy
Scouts Plan
Bake Sale
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for value

_
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..lonaolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Timm and The
fteDeszlierald October 30, 192$, and tn. West Kentuckian, JanUen7
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Eigered at the Post (Mice, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission as
Second Clam Matter

TIM KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCIATION
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO, IS
Monroe. Meanpkiat Tenn 250 Park Ave.. New York; 307 N. Mictdgan
Ave., Chicago, K Bolystoa St.. Boston_

TODAY'S SPORTS PARADE

NEW YORK. Apr. =L. Wi-lhe
oi panic were eviWe reserve the right to rejects any Advertising. Letters to the Editor, faintest signs
Public..Voice Items which ia OH OPinmila Ina BO tor tar tort totem" dent in the upper echeloa of the
liTiTw -York Yankeeralladay-31- Tries-.1 oar readers.
cations persisted that ti- is may
SUBSCRIPTION 'RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week ISe,etee. be the yeai in .whichrthe rve-ti cc
asontd 0,5c. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $3.50;
champions tumbie fiaen
world
when,
their lofty perch.
Certainly the Yankees dimn t
look like the, diamond alinpernien
of old in splitting their last six
games. Nor did the oppositionmost of it of second division clabere-roll over and play (leach
What will happen, the rest bt
-Tir -11
the league must be Wailcietu
the real challengers ev.'i get it
into their heads that this is Just
another ball club?
Going into Wednesday's earn' at
Carriers will meet
Boston. in which the muted Yankee lumber finally started soundC.
TO
at- ing on. the Yankees were in pintot shape. Only one of their regatars. Hank Bauer. was hitting over
Assembly
.300. The next best was Phil RizYo
zuto at .294 while the rest were
go
out of sight.

ss.so.
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.
' Five Years Ago Today
Ledger & Times File
f.114
April 22, 1949

Lfper Carriers from the West Kentucky District Asin Murray tomorsoc ion of Letter
B. Ford will preside at the dinner.
!ter Moser, Jr.. left Thursday for Louisville to
ten the Constritutional Convention of the Kentucky
Saturday. He was elected secLetary of
of the assembly in March.
rikfort, April 22 (UP)—The recent special session
Kentucky Legislature cost the state exactly $98.• of
552. 5, according to the state Department of Finance's
northly report.
( cuit Court adjourned today until Monday morning.
e league-leading Cincinnati Reds intended to stay
tha way today as they picked Howie Fox to open their
firs road trip series Against the Pittsburgh Pirates at

Pitt turgh.
f• ling tonight at the Varsity Theatre is "The Babe
Rut l Story" starring William Bendix .and .Claire Trevor.

GOOD EVENING, GOVERNOR

Casey Stengel really had cala,a•
to fret and' fume with Gil McDougald batting ..190; the -big
club." Yogi Berra, swinging at
a futile .167; the bat of Mickey
Mantle wh:sperang along at a Ala
clip and Gene Woodlina hitting
154.
They'll do bettet. naturally.. Hut
haw mu;h better and' will it De
good enough to meet the challenge
of the Chicago White Sox and the
Cleveland Indians?
Stengel is worried. Proof of that
was the way he rapped tre fielding of MeDougald and Rizzuto.
There isn't anyone in basehall wno
would begin in Insinuate that

Major;League
Standings
By Lamm PREe.8
- AMERICAN LEAGUE W L Pet. GB
171
1 New York
3 .5;1
Ch.cago
4 3 571
Detroit
4 3 VI
Washington
3 3 NO
Cleveland
3 4 429 1
Boston
429 1
Phaladelph.i
'4
2 4 233 1',
Baltimore

either the "Scotter or the 130E4*
Scotsman don't always give their
best Stengel did. His assertion
IVIES that they weren't -getting to
some balls that they should put
in their pockets and that too many
unwarranted hits were trickling
through.
When you get to putting the
knock on such as Rizzuto and McDougal& a pair of pereennial collegians in the old colleg' try department. you are knocking yoursett out to hype a fading stretch
runner.
Stengel apparently is putting all
the aid psycaalogical stops-even
this early in the season. He mate
no comment when Mantle fanned
four tim.s on orie game, once with
the bases loaded in the ninth. Yet
he etas quoted rather tia believeably. after Mantle hit a lung triple
having
against Vi'astung,on, as
said:
"It was one of the most dramatic drives of my long taw-hall ex.
perience."
What he probably Laid was:
"The kid sure hit a helluva
shot.'
What he could have idded was:
"But not often enough.''
the answer is that the Yankees
to date !amply haven't teen hitting and, unless your pitchers
throw a shutout every day you
can't win without a few runs. In
the first six games against Washington, Philadelphia and a threatening young Boston team which
still isn't ready to go all the way,
the best the Yanks could do was
split even. They won because in
the three winning games the Yankee pitchers rave up a grand
total of one run The wce.st team
ught to win
in the baseball
s.
those kind of ga
This is 'am la sa The Thr Vit`rkers wail get back in the groove
and make it six in a row.
But off Of.,, what they ee been
showing this far, they ahoulctn't.
.At the currenrcate of base hit
exchange, the Yanks won't win
it. The rest of the lea eue will
lave to lose it.
----

4

'LOTS OF BABIES'

Mrs. Bill Thompson of North
lath Street, is now by the oedside
of her • father who is very ill.
A large crowd attended chin en
at Five Points. Sunday afternoon.
I learn that my nephew, flirty
Flood of Puryear, is strutting a
new Oldsmobile. I wish tie would
mime take me for a ride •
Telra. Eddie Morton and son.
Jerty, who have spent the past
few weeks with relatives and
friends in Indiana, .have returned
to their home on Ncnth 13th St,
May God bless everyone.

Br sac.) 6 Praladelpnal 3 nirrht
-''St. Lout. 4 Cincinnati 2. night.
. York 4. night.
Pittsburgh 5

Tomorrow's Games
Pr,oach lpnio at New York. night.
Brooklyn at 'Pittsburgh night.
Chicago at Cincinnati. niaht
.
S
M
Lout. night.
'

MAJOR LEAGUE
LEADERS
tt.

I arlTI D

1•RFIeS

Forgets She's Lady

only by corn grown in a small section of cemral Mincris.
Yoiecan serve it si many ways and all of them
delicious. Serve it hotgas it comes from the canor, as fritters-chowder-baked-in a pudding.
Get several cans today. Costs only a few cents a serving.

PORK
LOIN
FULL 7-RIB CUT

ROAST
lb 49c

CENTER
CHOPS

9-IN LOIN
CUT
LB 59c

LB 69c

Fresh.Rich Red
.71211
GROUND REEF'; 1br
Hickory Smoked. 3 to 4 lb. pieces
• • . 59c
SLAB BACON, lb. .....
U. S. Govt. Graded Choice
79c
SIRLOIN STEAK, lb

MRS. VIEFM0NT.
CHARLOTTE-formerly CharlesMcLeod. 28, of Dyersburg, Tenn.,
acted most unladylike when she
whacked a news photographer
with an umbrella on her return to
New York from Copenhagen,Den-.
mark.There,the former Cl under.
went surgery to become a woman.
At the police station, both Charlotte and the cameraman agreed
to drop charges. (International)

95 DRWE - IN
-THURSDAY ONLY

"SIREN OF BAGWOOD"
with Paul
in technicolor
Henreid and .Patricia

MIS. Marguerite Pierce, 24. of
Brattleboro, Will represent Vermont in the 16th annual '14.1.
America" finals at Ellinor Village,
Fla., April 21-25.She has two children. (International Soundphoto)

Medina
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
"BAD MEN OF
TOMBSTONE"

GRAPEFRUIT
8
39c
Large Duncans
Thin-skinned and heavy
with tart sweet juice

LB.

BAG

Large Golden-Ripe
U. S. No. 1

Potatoes
50 LB.
BAG

99c

29c

BANANAS,2 lbs.
Fancy Michigtn

RHUBARB, pound -

29c

-

New, White U. S. No. 1

POTATOES, 5 lbs. .

.

Double Raised

Biscuits,

111111111111111111111111111111111.

Kingan's K. P.

21c

dozen in pkg.
•

Luncheon Meat

39c

12 oz. can

Family Flour Sale

Aunt Jemima Flour, 5 lb. box

0 141S/rov
•
i.

e

ft. ds 11: Sauer.
KWIC
134
9, Mem.. Re di
Jackson.

&ACK Al WORK, Marilyn M • roe Is say.vn In t.rr teasing room
here she told reporters her plans for the future
I:. fi v
as Mrs. Joe 1.).staggio call for "Iota of babies." (int.:mations!)

Serv-U-Rite Corn
Parkay Martarine'

8 oz.. can
pound

10c

Velveeta Cheese

2 pounds

89c

From South, North, Lost, West, we receive ,
unsolicited letters from

women like Mrs

E W. Lisbon of Belleville, III, telling us
how much better

Crennso tastes A good

bat you'll like it, too

Mad. fro., rhisir•
v•gefablo oat bl..d•
•irl wee fat Ir..
rev11, cream, and
tnridurd ..th 15.000
if

-

• "'`Plei

.

e

-•••••

•

29c

Chunk Style

oak
1•Ase,

CONIPAIIT
•
•

•

ra

39c

Yellow Cream Style

B • r.
'1C1. au 3
It.tteri In. Greensr.m,
Runs
I
I". .lies 10: Bauer,
•.
-. Bak t. ("Ut1.4. Bell. Beds.
9

Ifits: GreenZrPtt• Red,13: Junsr•
Vox.
Phallic': Glynn. Indians:
White Sour • Jacobs. Athleticsall 12.
PItellstile: Lemon, !whew. Splitin.
thirsts: Simmons..
Braves:
Dickson. Mille!: 144x-1
Mathes
hall. IR( d• Lopat. Yankees.; tiromelt Tree"-. .77 rs.n

29c

39e

Angel Food Cake,each

C..-

7

..

Kroger Famous 13-egg Recipe, large 17 ounce

Barry Sullivan,
Marjorie Reynolds and
Broderick Crawford

starring

c/eaeg-ewldeal
flavorhese°ea//-

- • fin• ILL LEAGUE 1'1...,•'r .5 I Lib
G AR It a Pet.
52! N13 a'24
Baker
5 20 7 10 500
• ..—
5 74 5 11 458
Ade k
AMERICAN LEAGUE Glynn.
6 lc, '212 i7!
r'Whitr• P!.••••
7 22 7 10 455
,
it -• in
.1
7 26 6 11 423
R,
•••- •4,7e 4:
Nome Rune:

This wonderful pearly Country Gentleman ivhite sweet
corn has a special sweetness and flavor possessed

MIL IVA BOWIING, 571, vice
chairman of the Republican Party
In Nebraska, was named to fill the
vacany created In the United
States Senate by the death of
Dwight P. Griswold. Governor
Robert B. Crosby plans to run tor
the full six-year term this FalL
Mrs. Bowring, the first Nebraska
!woman ever to serve in Congress,
will not seek a full term. She operates a I3,000-acre ranch near
(International)
Merriman.

- KENTUCK BELL

Tomairoves Gimes
Baltimore at Chicago.
Cl. veland at Detroit
Boston at Washington. night.
New York at Midas!. lph a, night
—
NATIONAL LEAGUE W L Pet. GB
.;
fraa
Cincinnati
5 3 625
Philadelphia
4 3 5'71
Brooklyn .
3 3 500 1
Milwaiikee
New York
3 4 429
St. Louis
3 4 424,
2 3 sot) 1,,
Chicago
371 '2
P t•-t-

Yesterday's Results

Read Today's Classifieds

lino' a guest in

Yesterday's Results
New Y :lc 5_ Boston 1
W.stungton 13 Philadelphia 1.
Cleveland 2 ,Baltimore 1.
scrieduied.
Only

MARYLAND'S Goy. Theodore McKeldln does a i.. e take in Philadelphia as he sets Willie. the penguin, stroll oy on a leash with
Steve Rudonser of Huntington. W. Va , and Miss IFtoma Paige.
occasion is a men's formal wear convention. Willie, of course,
••interisetsossea tionesdpaotej
rs a tuxedo.

Named to Senate

-- -April 22, 1954
Hello aisaia to everybody,
Spring is here again alter so!
long a time and everycme seers
to be very busy planting gardens
and house cleaning
Mr. and Mts. Martin riaoci and
daughter, Mrs. Hilda Huahes and
daughter. Mr. and Mrs. Garvin Flood and children of Paria Tenn.,
were the Easter Sunday guests ol
Kentucky Bell and Husband. Mas,
Martin Flood is a sister to Kentucky Bell. Riley Parks of Mur-the horn!.
ray, was
John Cannon and Miss 'Claudean
Redman at Paris. Tenn., wei e
married, Saturday night at eieht
o'clock in the home of ner
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Claud Redman.
Miss Hilda Hughes. was maid of
honor. David Reed servea as best
man.

2 reg. bars . . 27c
37c
2 bath bars
DIAL
SOAP
11111.11.111411600..8•••• VIO•P•bli. . •

STAR KIST TUNA ' size can . 38c
2

Hy POWER

TAMALES, No. 300 can
T:4•?..?...ENTLE BLEACH
•PUREX,quart
....4.0,-&••••••••t .

25c
19c

•

rola -
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McCARTHY-ARMY 'ROUTINE BIZ'

MIN

TERM

cation ceremonies will highlight
the evening's program directed by
James H. Harmed, president of the
association.
May 15 and 16 will be devoted
to an open house within the park.
New additions to the park, as
well as all other: facilities, sill be
formally opened for inspectiwi by
the public.

mer," Wbrd said. "The new lodge
building is one of the most attractive in the state. Seven of the
new cottages are located in a
secluded area on the lake, so
that guests may go fishing or
swimming direct from their own
cottages. New roads and parking
areas have been built, and an
extensive landscaping program has
"Persons who have been at been carried out. The improvements
Pennyrile Park in the past will include a new entrance for tbe
Frankfort, Ky. — Dedication of
be amazed at the changes which park on Highway_1011.",
new facilities at Pennyrile Sorest
been made since last sumState Park has been set for the have
weekend of May 14-16, according
to a statement issued here today
by
Conservation
Commissioner
Henry Ward. The park, located
nine miles south of Dawson Springs on Ky. 109, has, undergone
extensive improvements, including
complete remodeling of the lodge-with the addition of a dinin;
illoom, lounge, and kitchen, and the
construction of eight new one
and two bedroom • cottages.
The, Dawson Springs Community
Development Association will sponsor a dinner Friday evening, May t.
14, in the new dining room. Dedi-

New Facilities
Are To Be
Dedicated

PASTOR BLESSES THE BRENNANS OF CHICAGO

4,
•*\1

SO SWEET
tender
to''EASV

Linoleum Headquarters

,-;rt "our
(r• rad
a

budaeti

n white sweet
r possessed
mint tRinois.
ill of them
le can—
e pudding.
rots a serving.

Thurman Furniture

I .t

PARKER'S FOOD
MARKET

°ROUTINE BUSINESS" is the subject of this conference in WashDigt('n as pre-hearing work is gone into in the McCarthy-Army
. dispute. From left: Ray H. Jenkins, chief special counsel of the
Senate investigations subcommittee's probe; Solis Horwitz,
X'ittsburgh, former RFC general counsel, named assistant to
Jenkins, Robert Collier, Wichita Falls, Tex., former FBI agent
and former eounsel for the House judiciary committee, who
Liao is a new member of the subcommittee staff; Senator Karl E.
(International)
Mundt (R), South Dakota, acting chairman.

CREAM STYlf
ICTE SWEET CORN

ST
49c

9x12 Ft. Wide, Cut any length
40 Patterns to choose from

TH1 TROIKAS BRENNAN FAMILY makes its annual pilgrimage to Our
Lady of Sorrows Church in Chicago where they receive a blessing from
Father Jerome Depencler. Each of the children is dressed in an Easter
outfit designed and made by "Pop" Thomas Brennan. Members of the
Brennan family are (L to r.): Mrs Brennan; Anne, 14; Cecelia, 13;
Rosaleen, 12; Kathleen, 11; Margaret, 10; Thomas, 8; Patrick, 6;
Michael, 5; Bryan. 3; Sean, 2; Seamus, 14 months, and Mr. Brennan.

- $

IOCIALITE ADOPTS TWINS

Free Parking

South Fifth Street

ii

LOW PRICES

HIGH QUALITY

'cc.

59c
79c
(

1IT
I9c

FRESH VEGETABLES

U. S. CHOICE

CHUCK•-ROAST

Large 4 Dozen Size

29c

Fancy
PIED order a cloak of secrecy three months ago, twin 11th-old boys are carried from church in West Palm Beach.,
following their christening, by Mrs Elisha Dyer Hubbard
Thomas Chamberlain of Chicago. One hundred prominent
tes gathered at a reception given by Mrs. Hubbard prior to
Christening. The twins were named Harold Fowler McCormick
rd and John Rockefeller McCormick Hubbard. Mrs. Hubbard
e granddaughter of John D. Rockefeller. The twins some day
(international)
be heirs to a $40 million fortune.

29c
. 29c

nce

-

39e

25c

LETTUCE, 2 for

From Heavy Matured Beef

Yellow

10c

SQUASH, pound
BIG BROTHER BUYS!

U. S. Choice

STEW BEEF, pound

19c

From Heavy Mature Beef

Fancy Box Winesap

APPLES, 2 pounds

25c

CATSUP, 14 oz. bottle . . .

PURE GROUND BEEF, lb. 35c or
3 pounds

TOMATOES, 16-oz. can 2 for

..

25c

Fresh Yellow

CORN, 3 for

21c

Ground several times daily

SALAD DRESSING, qt. jar
Large

BOLOGNA, pound

21c

29c

Sliced or by the piece

GODCHAUX 10-lb. Bag

Underwood

DEVILED HAM, can

39c

Old Dutch

CLEANSER, 2 cans

AMERICAN
ACE

24c
1-4 pound box

25c

•

AMERICAN ACE TEA . .

39c

25c

FAULTLESS STARCH, 36 oz. box 36c

II

10

ROAST
BEEF

INSTANT

29c

COFFEE

Cloverleaf—Non Fat

DRY SKIM MILK, 13 oz. box

ANGLO

ounce Cello Bag

Large 4 oz. Jar
$1.09

MARSHMALLOWS . . . . .

12 oz. can
59c

Stokely's Finest

10c

CUT BEETS, 16 oz. can, 2 for . . .

25c

STOKELY'S
FINEST

Niblet's Brand

I

MEXICORN, 12-oz..can, 2 for

99e

39c

HAMBURGER RELISH, 11 oz. jar 29c

89c

Quart
17c

Sunshine

HONEY GRAHAM CRACKERS, 1.lb.
33c
•
box
size can

:an

38c

Country
Gentleman -Corn
2 16-oz. cans

BLEACH

Hoist

Can 39c

Lay's

POTATO CHIPS, 14-oz.
$11111111101.
11

25c

te--vseraiwer,

19c

sawmailemenresawellellaseres.ePlo
'

,

HANOI-HAIPHONG HIGHWAY, vital Itfe-line for food and supplies
rench Union beleaguered forces holding out against the Red-led
minh rebels at Dienblenphu, Indo-China, Is under constant Corn1st sabotage At top,• native, wounded in ambush, is being helped
to a first aid station Below, a soldier guards the right-of-way in front
of • barbed wi,•• entanglement The railroads are guerrilla targets.
Constant repair and vigilance are required to keep them In operating
(Telenews Newsreel Photos from International)
Condition.

Peter Pan

PEANUT BUTTER, 12 oz.

SKINNERS

CLAP PS

MACARONI

BABY
FOOD

59c
35c

Gold Seal

GLASS WAX, pint can .

59c

SNOWY BLEACH, box

48c

GREAT BIG
TEIIDER SWEET PEAS

GREEN GIANT
PEAS
iaAN°
19c

10 oz. pkg.
19c

IA

NIBLETS.
WHOLE KERNEL
CORN,,

2 cans
35c

3 cans
32c

•

•

4

4.....,••••••4..•••

14.1

•
•

;

.7

Ar2

Kentucky Belle
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TODAY'S SPORTS PARADE

NIEW YORK. Apr. 22, afio-rhe
were eviWe reserve the right to rejects any Advertising. Letters to the Editor, faintest signs ot panic
et Public Voice Itesna which in our (minim are not for the best interest dent in the upper echeloa of the
New York Yankees today as ince.11 oar readers.
y
. tions persisted that trip
SUIMIERLPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 15e, pet
be the year in v. hich the eve-ti re
mu/4 15c In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $3,$); else
foam
champions tumble
v, orid
wheel.
their lofty perch.
THURSDAY, APRIL 22, 1954
Certainly the Yankees diem n t
iiiiperawo
look like the
of old in splitting their hrst six
gaines. Nor clIct the opoosition—
most of it of second division ca'sbere•-rou over and play dead.
What will happen, the rest ot
Leager & Times File
the league must be wondering. if
the real challengers ev, r get it
April 22, 1949
into their heads that this is Just
another ball club?
Lipter Carriers from the We-st Kentucky District AsGoing into Wednesday's game it
ion of Letter Carriers vill meet in Murray tomor- Bosoms in which the muted Yansoc
kee lumber finally started sounds
C. B. Ford will preside at the dinner.
ro%
ing off. the Yankees were in piti!ter Moser, Jr... left Thursday for Louisville
ful shape. Only one of their regathe Constritutional Convention of the Kentucky lars. Har.k Bauer, was hitting over
ten
Assembly Saturday. He was elected secietary of .300. The next best was Phil RizYo
zuto at .294 while the rest were
of the assembly in March.
sta
out of sight.
session
inkfort, April 22 (UP)—The recent special
Casey Stengel really had caase
$98,exactly
state
the
Kentucky Legislature cost
of
to fret and fume with Gil McFinance's
Of
Department
state
the
to
according
552
Dougald batting t.190: the -big
not thly report.
club." Yogi -Bei-foi. swinging at
.1 futile .167; the bat of Mickey
cuit Court adjourned today until Monday morning. Mantle whispering along at a Mgt
e league-leading _Cincinnati Reds intended to stay clip and Gene Woodlina hitting
tha i‘ay today as they picked Howie Fox to open their 154.

$s.so.

Five Years Ago Today

to at-

(r

fir-

road trip series. against the Pittsbureh Pinites at

Pitt

urgh.

They'll do bettet. naturally. But
how mu.h better and will it be
good enough to meet the challenge
ling tonight at the Varsity Theatre is "The Babe
of the Chicago White Sox and the
TreVor.
Claire
and
Bendix
Ruri Story- starring William
Cleveland Indians?
Stengel is worried. Proof of that
was the way he rapped tne . helding of adcDougald and Rizzuto.
There isn't anyone in baseball wno
would begin in insinuate that

GOOD EVENING, GOVERNOR

Major League
Standings
$y t VITIFD PRESS

either the "Scotter- or the lanky
Scotsman don't always give their
best Stengel did. His assertion
was that they weren't getting to
some bales that tney should put
in their pockets and that too many
unwarranted hits were trickling
through. a
When you get to putting the
knock on such as Rizzuto and McDougal& a pair of pereenrual coilegians in the oldcolleu try department, you are knocking yoursett out to hypo a fading stretch
runner.
Stengel apparently is pulling all
the old psyceialogical steps—even
this early M the season. He male
no comment when Mantle fanned
four tim..s on one .game, once wittt
the base5. ladee in the *nth. Yet
he was quoted rather uabelieveably. after Mantle hit a long triple
having
against Washingaan. as
said:

ti

lose

Mrs. Bill Thompson of North
13th Street. is now by the hedside
of her father who is very
A large crowd attended chinch
at Five points, Sunday eternoon.
I learn that my nephcw. Rudy
Flood of PUryear. Is strutting a
new Oldsmobile. I wish tie would
come take me for a ride

SO EASY
an vlur
S•ft•
earei.'"

`liss.l•
'
Gni"

tBti,iy

CHARLOTTE—formerly Charles--.
McLeod, 28, of Dyersburg, Tenn, I
acted most unladylike when she
whacked a news photographer
with an umbrella on her return to
New York from Copenhagen,Denmark.There,the former GI underwent surgery to become a woman.
At the police station. both Charlotte and the cameraman agreed
to drop charges. (International)
- —
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— HATIOHAL LEAGUE —
W L Pet. GB
5 3 fr2fi
Cincinnati
5 3 625
Philadelphia
3 571
4
Brooklyn .
3 3 Sue 1
Milwaiikee
New York
3 4 .421 1 1,
3 4 .429 l's
St. Louis _.
2 3 400
Chicago .
3 5 375 2
Patsburgh

Yesterday's Results.Brooklyn 6 Philadelphia 3. wilt
St. Louis 4 Cincinnati 2. night
Pittsburgh 5 New York 4. night.
M's •.ke.
7 ra.sse . 3 -1 elt

Tomorrow's Games
Ph.iadelpiii.i at New Y irk. night.
Brooklyn at Pittsburgh. night.
Chicago at Cincinnati. merit
o
• ••,
M
st S'
LOW%
night.
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Saver.
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Rpds IS: Jones.
Ma:
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Glynn. Indians:
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White
' all 12.
narking: Lemon. Indiano Sitehn.
Braves: Maglic, Gyms: Simmons.
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--- -THURSDAY ONI.Y
"SIREN OF BAGWOOD"
Paul
with
in technicolor
Henreid and Patricia
Medina

MIS. Marguerite Pierce, 24. of
Brattleboro, will represent Vermont in the 16th annual MLA
Artiettca" finals at Ellinor Village,
Fla., April 21-25.She has two children.(International Soundphoto)

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
"BAD MEN OF
TOMBSTONE"
starring Barry Sullivan,
Marjorie Reynolds anci
Broderick Crawford

111111111111111111111111111,

ceeam-eofidel
flavoreese

This wonderful pearly Country Gentleman White tweet
torn has a special sweetness and flavor possessed
only by corn grown in a small section of central Minot'.
You can serve it se many ways and all defame
delicious. Serve it horiis it comes from the can—
or, as fritters—chowder—baked—in a pudding.
Get several cans today. Costs only a few cents a serving.

MRS. IVA SOWRING, 62, vice
chairman of the Republican Party
In Nebraska, was named to fill the
vacany created In the United
States Senate by the death of
Dwight P. Griswold. Governor
Robert B. Crosby plans to run for
the full six-year term this FalL
Mrs. Bowring, the first Nebraska
woman ever to serve in Congress.
will not seek a full term. She operates a 13,000-acre ranch near
(International)
Merriman-

CREAM STYIE
PRIDE Cr ILLINOIS WHITE
SWEET CORN

rgr ROAST
lb 49c

FULL 7-RIB CUT

CENTER

9-IN LOIN

CHOPS

CUT

LB 69c

LB S9c

Fresh.Rich Rea

..elrazayseFteastw

GROUND
Hickory Smoked. 3

to 4 lb. pieces

SLAB BACON, lb. .....
U. S. Govt. Graded Choice
SIRLOIN STEAK, lb

•

• • . 59c
79c

GRAPEFRUIT
Large Duncan.

39C

LB

Thin-skinned and heavy

BAG

with tart sweet juice

Large Golden-Ripe
U. S. No, 1

Potatoes
50 LB.
BAG

99C

29c

BANANAS, 2 lbs.
Fancy Michigtn

29c

RHUBARB, pound • ......
New, White U. S. No. 1

..

POTATOES, 5 lbs. .

29c

Kroger Famous 13-egg Recipe, large 17 ounce

39c

Angel Food Cake,each
Double

Raised

Biscuits,

21c

dozen in pkg.
•

Kingan's K. P.

39c

12 oz. can

Luncheon Meat
Family Flour Sale

11). box

39e

Serv-U-Rite Corn
Parkay Margarine

8 oz. can
pound

10c

29c

Velveeta Cheese

2 pounds

89c

Aunt Jemima Flour.
Yellow Cream Style

1

Pox.

budget!
-

IIESWEV

tat

,
:..t
:eland at Detroit
Cit.
ffostoriesat Washington. night
New York at Philade:ph.a. night

as sirs.

and tender
tLte

MRS. VERMONT

Tomorrow's Games

In her dreming room
RACK AT WORK, Marilyn
where she told reporters her oans for the future
In He,
Joe DISIaggio call for -lots ef bales," (International)

NI
SO SWEET

It.

Yesterday's Results

'LOTS OF BABIES'

Read Today's Classifieds
4.

ii,

New 'Valk 5 Etiotan 1
Washiagton 13 Philadelptaa I.
Cleveland 2 Baltimore 4.On'a.• It•?Ta •

•

Named to Senate

forgets She's Lady

— AMEILICAN LEAGUE — •
W L leen GS
4 3 Jill
ess• Voile
4 3 571
_
Chicago
4 3 571
Deti oit
4 3 571
Washington
3 3 309
Li
Cleveland
3 4 429 1
Boston
3 4 429 1
Philadelph
2 4 333 1,,
Balt.more

1/41111LANDS Gov. Theodore McKeldtn does a double take in Phila.
dgitna as he sees Willie. the penguin. stroll by an a leash with
stave Rudorker of Huntingtnno W. Va. and .111s' Roma Paige.
se
occasion Is a men's formal wear iconventitat Willie, of cour.
Ileterwelsossei Sousidpriotes
irs a tuxedo.
4
T

•••

- April 22, 1954
Hello again to everybody,
Spring is here again after so
long a time and everyone seeres
to be very busy planting gardens
and house cleaning
Mr and Mts. Martin Placid and
daughter. Mrs. Hilda Hughes and
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Garvin
Flood and children of Pares Tenn.,
were the Easter Sunday guests ..)f
Kentucky Bell and Husband. Ws,
Martin Flood is a sister to Kentucky Bell. Riley Parks of Murray, was also a guest in the home.
John Cannon and Miss Claudean
if Paris. Tenn.. weie
Rediran
married. Saturday night at illisstit
o'clock in the home of her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Claud Redman.
Miss Hilda Hughes was maid ot
honor. David Reed servea as best
man.

Mrs. Eddie Morton and son,
Jerry, who have spent the past
weeks with relatives and
few
"It was one. of the most drama- friends in Indiana, have returned
tic drives of my long baseball ex- to their home on Not th 13th St.
perience."
May God bless everyone.
. a
What he probably said was:
— KENTUCK BELL
helluva
a
hit
sure
"The kid
shot.What he could have added was:
-But not often enough."
the answer is that the Yankees
to date simply haven't teen hitting and; unless your pitchers
throw a shutout every day you
can't win without a few runs, in
the tiret six games against Washington, Philadelphia and :1 threatening young Boston team which
still isn't ready to go all the way,
the best the Yanks could do was
split even. They won because .:n
the three winning games the Yankee pitchers gave up a grand
total of one run. The wo sit team
ught to win
in the baseball
those kind of ga ..
This is ',Mt M1 sa 4,810 'Thir-Y1Wkees wort't get back in the groove
and make it six in a raw.
But off of what they vs been
showing this far, they shouldn't.
At the current-late of base hit
exchange, the Yanks won't win
it. The rest of the leaeue will
-laVt!

•
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Chunk

From South, North, East, West, WV receive
unsolicited letters from women like Mn
E W. lieben of Belleville, Ill , tolling us
how much better Crecano tastes A good
bet you'll like it, too

Made 1.0•4 cSoIc.
vegetable tali bland•
tad waft fat ft**
craw., and
aarklasa waft 15,000
gaits al Vito.,
" Si

2 reg. bars .. 27c
37c
2 bath bars
DIAL
SOAP
11181111111111Lalbweat•sea'mew

Style

STAR KIST TUNA 12 size can . 38c
Hy

POWER

25c

TAMALES, No. 300 can
T?.ENTLE BLEACH

19c

PUREX,quart
iirmaosh••••1111W•
•

•

•

aaesaaa.......sisaa••••••=amilisr

••

a

—• •

kt.

-S-••••

• •

S
•

Maw.

•
•
•

co PY

•
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4

:lagsifieds
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McCARTHY-ARMY 'ROUTINE BIZ'

cation ceremonies will highlight mer," Ward said. -The new lodge
the evening's program directed by building is one of the moat atJames H. Harned. president of the tractive in the state. Seven of the
association.
new cottages are located in a
May 15 and 16 will be devoted secluded area on the lake, so
to an open house within the park. that guests may go fishing or
New additions to the park, as swimming direct from their ci.vri
well as all other facilities, aoll be cottages. New roads and parking
formally opened for inspectioo by areas have been built, and an
the public.
extensive landscaping program has
"Persons who have been at been carried out. The improvements
Pennyrile Park in the past will include a new entrance for tbe
Frankfort, Ky. — Dedication of
be amazed at the changes which park on Highway 109.'
new facilities at Pennyrile Yorest
have been made since last sumState Park has been set for the
weekend of May 14-16. according
to a statement issued here today
by
Conservation
Commissioner
Henry Ward. The park, located
nine miles south of Dawson Springs on Ky. 109, has, undergone
extensive improvements, including
complete remodeling of the lodge—
9x12 Ft. Wide, Cut any length
with the addition of a dining
room, lounge, and kitchen, and the
construction of eisht new one
and two bedroom cottages. _
,The Dawson Springs Community
Development Association will sponsor a dinner Friday evening, May
14, in the new dining room. Dedi-

New Facilities
Are To Be
Dedicated

PASTOR BLESSES THE BRENNANS OF CHICAGO

4,
SO SWEET
tender
taste...

EASY'

Linoleum Headquarters

on your

food
budaetI
THE THOMAS BRENNAN FAMILY makes Its annual pilgrimage to Our
Lady of Sorrows Church in Chicago where they receive a blessing from
Father Jerome Depencier. Each of the children Is dressed In an Easter
outfit designed and made by "Pop" Thomas Brennan Members of the
Brennan family are (1. to r.): Mrs Brennan; Anne, 14; Cecelia, 13;
Rosaleen, 12; Kathleen, 11; Margaret, 10; Thomas, 8; Patrick, 6;
Michael, 5; Bryan, 3; Sean, 2; Seamus, 14 months, and Mr. Brennan.

Iridtk sweet
r possessed
entre Meets.
ill of- them
le can—

a pudding.
erns a serving.

ST
49c

Thurman Furniture

$T
p A R KER' FOOD

OUTINE BUSINESS" is the subject of this conference in Weangum as pre-hearing work is gone Into in the McCarthy-Army
putt. From left: Ray H. Jenkins, chief special counsel of the
nate investigations subcommittee's probe; Solis Horwitz,
ttsburgh, former RFC general counsel, named assistant to
Mons; Robert Collier, Wichita Falls, Tex., former FBI agent
ci former eounsel for the House judiciary committee, who
Is a new member of the subcommittee staff; Senator Karl E.
(international)
undt (11), South Dakota, acting chairman.

CREAM STYIEN
NITEIVIEEI CORN

40 Patterns to choose from

IOCIALITE ADOPTS TWINS

Free Parking

MARKET

South Fifth Street
LOW PRICES

HIGH QUALITY

59c
79c

IIT
19c

U. S. CROICE

FRESH VEGETABLES

CHUCK RO

Large 4 Dozen Size

From Heavy Matured Beef

39e Lb.

29c
TED order a cloak of secrecy three months ago, twin 11th-old boys are carried from church in West Palm Beach.,
following their christening, by Mrs Elisha Dyer Hubbard
Thomas Chamberlain of Chicago. One hundred prominent
lite' gathered at a reception given by Mrs. Hubbard prior to
Ha christening. The twins were named Harold Fowler McCormick
Hubbard and John Rockefeller McCormick Hubbard. Mrs. Hubbard
is the granddaughter of John D. Rockefeller. The twins some day
(international)
will be heirs to a $40 million fortune.

29c
29c

nce

Fancy Yellow

BIG BROTHER BUYS!

U. S. Choice

Fancy Box Winesap

19c

STEW BEEF, pound
From Heavy Mature Beef

98c

TOMATOES, 16-oz. can

Fresh Yellowaaa,
25c

2 for .

39c
Gulf Kist_in heavy Syrup

29c

BOLOGNA, pound
Sliced or by the piece
Underwood
DEVILED HAM, can

SWEET POTATOES, 21 2 can

- - - 95e

SUGAR
.....

24c
1-4 pound box
25c

DRY SKIM MILK, 13 oz. box .

25c

AMERICAN
ACE
COFFEE

10 ounce Cello Bag

Stokely's Finest
CUT BEETS, 16 oz. can, 2 for .....25c

39c

11

oz. jar 26C

Quart
17c

HONEY GRAHAM CRACKERS,).1b.
33c
box .

:an

25c
HIGHWAY, vital tile-line for food and supplies
Union beleaguered forces holding out against the Red-led
Wktmlnh rebels at Dienbienphu, Indo-China. Is under constant ComtriUnkt sabotage Al top, a native, wounded in ambush. Is being helped
to a first aid station Below, a soldier guards the right-of-way In front
of a barbed wI,••• entanglement The railroads are guerrilla targets.
Constant repair and vigilance are required to keep them ln operating
(Telenews Newsreel Photos front international)
condition.

nil HANOI-HAIPHONG

19c

As,French
Si

STOKELY'S

St raist

FINEST

WHIT, Mbar

Country

BLEACH

Sunshine

38c

59c

$1.09

CLOROX

Niblet's Brand

12 oz. can

Large 4 oz. Jar
15c

FAULTLESS STARCH, 36 oz. box 36c

Heinz
HAMBURGER RELISH,

ROAST
BEEF

INSTANT

MARSHMALLOWS

—14E)UCORM.1.279z, can,.2 for

ANGLO

29c

AMERICAN ACE TEA

Cloverleaf—Non Fat

size can

. . 25c

GODCHAUX 10-lb. Bag

Old Dutch
CLEANSER, 2 cans

39c

21c

CORN, 3 Wr

SALAD DRESSING, qt. jar

39c

25c

APPLES, 2 pounds

15c

CATSUP, 14 oz. bottle .

Large

`Ylc

10c

SQUASH, pound

PURE GROUND BEEF, lb. 35c or
3 pounds
Ground several times daily

39c

25c

LETTUCE, 2 for

Lay',
POTATO CHIPS, 14-oz.

59c

SKINNERS

CLAP PS

Peter Pa.
PEANUT BUTTER, 12

35c

MACARONI

BABY
FOOD

oz.

Gold Seal
GLASS WAX, pint can

59C

SNOWY BLEACH, box

48c

Gentleman
Can

2 16-oz. cans
39c
33c

GREAT BIG
TIIIDER SWEET PEAS

GREEN GIANT
PEAS
19c
can

10 oz. pkg.
3 cans
32c

19c

Corn

NIBLETi.
WHOLE KERNEL
CORN„

2 cans
35c

••

r,

•
•

i•
elm rs.141•..inarmat.1.-.20.CVIIIIr,,
1

PY FADED —Co Pi/ F4P52 -Cal)/ F4DED

•
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•
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Mamie Taylor Circle
Has Meet At Home Of
Mrs. L. D. Crosland

Engagement Announced

1,41-. L. D. Ciosiand opened her
home at. 1100 West Main Street
for the meeting of the filanue
s
Taylor Circle of the Woman
1
Missionary Society of the Memorsal Baptist Church hekl Tuesday
evening at seven-thirty e'ciock.
Tne program chairman. Mrs.
Claude Miller, conducted tne study
for the evening on "The Carver
School of Missions.' Mrs. Velvin
devotion
the
gave
Allbritten
from John -12:20-26 and led in I
Mis.Thuga Crawfoad aiscusseo
the School of Missions. Other
topics discussed were -Thank You
Teacher" by MISS Mildred WilLsats and "Mission Task And
ritunuir by Mrs. Vors Sander-

FRIDAY - SATURDAY - MONDAY

son.
Special prayer was led by Mrs.
S. E. Byleo MA J. O. Reavei,
chairman. presided over the business session following the opening prayer by Mrs. Pearl Phillips.
During the social hour aelignt-ful reireshrnents were served Dy
the hostess to the twelve members, one new member, ana three

3 DAYS ONLY
FRIDAY, SATRUDAY
AND MONDAY
These Suit are all wool
spring patterns and
fabrics.

Mrs. Autry Farmer Is
Hostess For Meeting
Of Circle III WSCS

Martha

Thurman

nce the
Mr. and Mrs. hunie inurnian 01 Murray annou rrett
to Mr.
,
Manna
ter,
daugri
tuga
engagement ill
tsatuner td Murray.
-qrs. vt
lzartailei, sun of .dr. and
brutegi own-elect

Circle 111 of the Woman's Society of Christian Service of the
kirst Methodist Church met in
the home of Mrs. Autry farmer
on the Mayfield Road Tuesday
afternoon at two-thirty o'clock.
Mrs. Claude Farmer w2!-the cohostess.
The devctional part of the program was given by Mrs. J. r.

al e

Regular

members 01

and

&Awe-elect
ivoe

tne

tne

graduating

class

ui

Regular

$39.50

-0
Novs $32.)

Gluble, Chairman.

-11urray

the

$34.50

SUITS
1 3 OFF
/

Now $29.50

Mrs. RI,:harn Tuck presented
the program in the form of a news
telecast in which she interviewed
Iraming School.
college student. a Japanese
Ire solemnized the latter part a
will
NOV.S
ig
%:edtib
ne
a returned prisoner
baptist Lnurcn. missionary,
nary
Missio
Lurner
of may at the Lnerr,
the communists in Korea, and
a Mexican Woman who snared a
ClaSts
human interest story
I
N ALS
1.1 E.K
Mrs. Russell Harper of Detroit
,uuliie
ikitett6in i Lie
Mrch., was a gucst. Two 'guests.
rasa..
.
sir ..a Atge.
tieruen Ile)*
Mrs. A S. Quintet and Mrs. *.
11-ona LEL c the
515.4 ul
H. Lynn, became new members.
ILA.,
ehaL
a
ul
•
The hostess served delicious reb.4.41. S..,..a, VA. ..a AY.- 444 4, 4.. 440..r
sfreshments to the group.ii.. AaawArCa.
Ia..
• • • •
Apru iS Siw KM• )
bat..
statet......6 .440.1 CStrC.,a. a...Pfigla • been wirneni ireody atausou.
14•IL
4.4
Ass......1 sari.A...a
pm"
- •
tne

All Ladies New Spring

MEN'S SUIT
SALE!

Visitors.

Miss

Regular

$49.50

Now $42.50

tiolaen Lircie

Atrs.

- -

•es

41.4C

4444444,4 a
•

•
4:

a..

lo aa.s.

ph taL.

Luuts.a. 11.a.c.10 Ut UCC.

our group captains were tappchatea moo art AL:S. L'eL.: I diSc).

HURRY

South Pleasant (trove
Woman's Society C.S.
Has Meet At Church

ALIall.3

presuieo

UCLA

lreac

CAPITOL

Airs.

allviAllwart),

Varsity

FRIDAY suid-SATURDAY

sae

-•

Ladies New

39c

SPRING

or 3 for $1.00

Toppers

Yoga Nun

2
1
Alor /

10c To 39c
Cups, Saucers, Plates, Platters,

•.the savage way
he loved!

AesAvalalt•

-lack SW&

DOROTH7 MALONE
LossmIxidIssmus-mommsosmous...

2 cs

PRICE

Cra

Jell

Got

Gal
5

CANNON SHEET SALE
$1.87

81 x99 No. 1 Seconds .
81x108 No. 1 Seconds
81x99 First Quality
81x108 First Quality

$1.97
S1.97
$2.08

BOYS! LOOK AT THIS!
WESTERN STYLE

Little Boys Bib

Overalls
Elastic Back

Special $1.00
Sizes

2 to 6

8 ounce

II

Q110

Fla,

course weave denim

Gia

Dtd NGAREES
$1,39 or 3 pair $4.00

Gia

Ler,

Wk
Red
Lar

Dungarees
$1.00

ICT.SN

• • • •
The Alpha Department of 1
Murray Woman s,...Club will mefry '
at the club house at two-thi•
o'clock.
ii
• • • •

Sizes 2 to 6
Large Selection

Monday, April MI
The AAL:W Rook Group sk
meet at the home of Sirs. Jack
Winter at seven-thirty
• • • •
,
The Wornan's Missionary
ty of the Memorial Baptist C:hurch
will meet at the ;hureh itt seven
thirty o'clock.
• • • •
Protemus 11,enemalsers Club ,
will meet 'with Mrs Baur Coeh- '
rum at one-thirty o'clock.
• •
• •
I
Tne Creative Arts 0,partm ,
of.the Miumay Woman's (tub .0
rweet et-the Club House at ureThe

MARK STEVENS

Bowls, Sugars,

Bova Suspender

,

1 5 II

Gravy Bowls

Sanirday, Aprd
The Woodmen Circle Juniors!
will meet at the WOW Hal. at!
Iwo o'clock. All members are ur:4..d to be present to cornpa•te pi
,
for Inc Junior Convention in 11

1

Finet

'4! No!

ES
FAMOUS BRAND OF OVEN PROOF DISH

The Magazine Club will meet •
tie Art Department of Inc Fine
Arts Builciing at two o clock.
Mrs,. E. S. Ferguson is th.! hostess. I

I

he killed

ALL

TOWELS

Thursday, April 1.1.
Horn.makers
The Para Road
' Club will meet with Mrs. Pat
Thompson .t one-thirty ()clock.
• • • •
•
The Zeta . Department of the
Murray Wuman's Club 'Pill have
at Inc club
a dinner meeting
noose at sik-Uurty o'clock
• • • •
The Woman's Siasienary Union
of the Blood River Bapt.st Association will meet with the Firs:
Baptat Church at ten u ciork.
• • • •

Ida Lupino and Howard Duff
in "JENNIFER"

...the easy way

$9.97
$13.00
$16.33
$19.67
$23.00
$26.33

$14.95
$19.50
$24.50
$29.50
$34.50
$39.51)

v.szturs.

LAST TIMES
TONIGHT

PRICE

Heavy Cannon
Double Terry

- Social Calendfx - 1

PLUS Serial and Cartoon

SALE

•

ra,

FRIDAY
and SAT.

REGULAR

-14

The Woman's Society oh Christian Service of the South Pleasant
r•. I ttia eit arACI Jars. ban. it Jai Grove Metnod.st Church held its
4,1 Z. •ut
V
LUC
MaCle
Nat
ALI'a. •
.1111,4VIALICC.11c1.
regular meeting Thursday evening
alALAC 1. A4,19 •du
MIS. riouip• LS 111 LIMO 41 at the church.
•..da
•
r•Lrie..1 tL..iCu
iii: maseiy
n.v!e
al
Mrs. Curtis Tres gave the deCrICIACc
,
eci to nu4A •444 414
•
t
4.1441 ...Lar41.2Cga
Lsc LOiuux, 144 C C
yawn. Mrs. Minitel Store was in
umi Loewe.
cnarge of the program on trie
U 4•1•11•CIF4• LGfrokot
air.
41
rit=7....cue.
.6m
41.1.11
theme. -"Who Are The Guilty.
eau .....a4CAL•Cf
krooP
Those taking part were Mrs. Toy
Ait
Ice neat meeting will he het2 Brandon, Mrs. Raymond Story and
WAir reti5ei.011 tij tcS.e*
Ca
in tat tWille O. Ali& 0105 1111111- Mrs. Eadridge Brandon.
AACIIAAlAt WA*.
LLiL'ma
10
Helen
:Ie. airs. JOA111 Cram all.rs.
'A skit was *wen by -Sirs. Toy
UAL*
Montan‘,..vae
Mrs.
ana
Ofl
.
tat
,
coancian
Cul."
to
VUACCL
Brandon, Mrs. Hester Brown, Mrs.
gruUki
A4c
ciro were piaced or. :or game Cleon Cunningham and Mis. JuliJOULAUCL eismato
Lae
1.4z
comnottee tor Ina meetion. Meal- ous Cooper. The title via "Ansi. A. a
for atit.piLcI
to brsros_toys_
other Chance" end the reit was
agreed to corgansie,_ jgaCtig Silts tiers are aimed
en to Ina enjoyed by those present.
-giv
be
t;.
meeting
the
for one hundred per crad members
ktefresnrnents were served Dy
thr • n- !' thrne chur4h nursery.
and exter.d
the hostesses, Mrs. Eths Paschall
and Mrs. Make Erwin, to the
and three
seventeen -members
414114

•••••

SALE! 3 BIG DAYS!

prayer.

b01.11

I"444..

dr,

Cab

BOYS BELK BLOOD HOUND

Bro4
Wit

DUNGAREES
$1.39 or 3004.00

Dry
I
G

311

Sanforized with zipper fly. It's the
best buy in town when you shop

48 loch

Bspel

Drapery
Material
$1.00

Bo.

Ya,(1

fBe0,lki -Settlel
P

goo
Baol

a
,D
le,
Ch
Pig

\

•

thirty o'clock.

•

1••••

.•

.
•
•

'
•
•••••migrroll••=1•••••••••••••=./........,••

-4•GE••

..."
mb.
samiuRra

aaae.c

*--somer

40.

4,

co P)e
-

-

FdD CP -Copy

F41
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1(Potted and -remarked about
Im
was "Democracy
in
America,'"
written in the early 19th Century
by Alexis Charles Henri Clerel de
Ttacqueville.
The Piesicient said he'd always
wanted this historical classic, but
thus far had used only excerpts
from the book.

Backstairs
At The
Whitehouse

OPOSED NEW UNIFORMS FOR THE U.S. ARMY

lay WARMAN SMITH
Waited Preis WSW Hens* Writer
WASHINGTON RP - Backstairs
at the White Rouse:
President Eisenhower
a
few
days
ago received 101) "omit
books" which form the foundation
of the curriculum .at St John's
College in Annapolis. Md.
The 100 volumes were piled on
a table in the President s office
for the ceremony. The one book

Improving
•

uariVa
geAflit
s much --averar
nitin
-y fears-overseas that he lost
track of the big leagues. He kept
up with the Army and Navy football teams, however, and through
this, he gut a pretty lair idea of
what was going on in college foot-

LarniDS Will Bring
more This Spring
O.

Frankfort,

West
Doorbell team quite
fondly, even though a football knee
injury ended his diamond career.
The Chief Executive will make
One of his most treasured souvehis annual visit to the baseball nirs is a box wore of a game
perk Tuesday to throw out the first played by Army. D. E•senhower
ball at the opening day game bewas an outfielder and 0. Bradley
tween the Washington Senators
was in the infield. The "Bradley"
and the New ,York Yankees.
turned out to be Gen. Omar BradMr. Eisenhower's knowledge of
ley who made five stars and chairthe players and the situation in
manship of the Joint Chiefs of
the big leagues is much better at
Staff.
the start of this season than it
was last year.
Shortly before his inauguration,
If the President's mind turns to
the President confidett•to a grew golf while watching the opening
of sports figures in New York that day baseball' game. its understandalthough he had played both base- able. A few minutes after the game
ball arid football in his youth, he he'll fly to Georgia and his beknew much more about present loved Augusta National golf club
day football than he clid baseball. where the big Masters tournament
He explained that he spent so wound up Sunday.

BEFORE THE RAIL PROXY COUNT

Fast Drivers
Not Exactly
Worst Ones
By HARMON W. NICHOLS
United Press Staff Correspondent
Washington all-You may think
that ths most dangerous driver on
the roads are those that zip alone
at 80 to 90 miles an hour.
According to L. M. Van Noppen,
this isn't exactly true.
V. N. happens to be a V. P. of
Universal 'CT? Ccgrilherctal Investment Trust, and his guys supervise some 30 million miles of
auto traeel every year.
These
fellows clock the everyday driver as well as the Sunday goofs,
including women.

STOCK BROKER Patrick H. McGinnis (left) and New
Haven and Hartford Railroad President Frederick C.
Jr., indulge In a friendly handshake in New Haven,
re counting of proxies in their contest for control of
000 line. McGinnis won. (hilernationalSousuipholo)

New

ANN'S

lers

GROCERY

New Cabbage, pound

•

BCE

5c

5 lbs. No. 1 New Potatoes

28c

Blue Bell whole kernel corn, grade A

15c

Silver Bar Sugar Peas, can

15c

cans Green Garden Peas

25c

Cranberry Juice, pint bottle

30c

2

Jello Instant Pudding, 2 packages

25c

Golden Penick Syrup, 1-2 gallon bottle

55c

Gallon Penick Syrup, $1.10, Silver Sweet

$1.05
5 lb. jar Fancy Honey, 95c, quart jar
85c
Quart jar Dill Pickles 35c, 5 lb. wide mouth jar
Dill Pickles
58c
Flavor Kist chocolate chips, lb.
49c

AT THIS!
STYLE
weave denim

LREES

Giant Rinso, large size

68c

Giant Fab and small package free,

74c

Large size Duz with 10c coupon

31c

White Crowder seed peas, lb. 30c or

40c
Red or blue stock pure white Purple Hull peas

pair 14.00

Large

Tomato plants

Cabbage plants, bunch

..00D HOUND

5c

Broccoli plants, home grown, 50 for....

. 20c

White Butter peas, lb.

MEES

25c

Dry Country butter beans, table use, 2 lbs.
1 J,fellscy Evaporated peaches

when yog shop

80c

MEATS
Beef, chuck roast, top quality, gov. graded, lb. 39c

Settlel

'

92c

3 lb. can Humko shortening

It's tke

.20c
40c

. •

ibe. Snowdrift shortening, 15c coupon
pper fly.

I"

It

1. lue

Market Report
Sales Each Tuesday at 2:00 O'Clock

and training uniform: Capt. Joseph P.Love, Phoenix,
Arm, in the general duty uniform, alike for both
officers and men, except for ornamentation; CpL
Cornelius Sullivan. New York City, in the general
duty uniform; Dress blues, optional for ceremonial
occasions, are modeled by Lt Robert Lyncl. Staunton, Va., and Cpl. Ralph E. Frost, of Rochester.
Wie-

Beef, sirloin cuts, lb.

68c

Bacon, 1 lb. Swifts' Oriole

69c

Beef Liver from Yearling, lb.

39c

Pig Liver, lb.

35c

('heese, Swifts, 2 lb. loaf

69c

)leo, 1 lb. in quarters, table grade

22c

..lveetta, 2 lb. box

85c

Vice President Van Nospen has
come out with a report on what
he likes to call "roadbitds." He
tells me that there are dozens of
these "birds" that ought to be
avoided or done in-the characters that bring the
ambulance
s(reaming, be you Another driver
or a walker.
He has listed a bunch of 10
drivers to ,111cik out for 11 you
want to get where you are going
without winding up on 3 slab in
the morgue.
Van Noppen has written a glossary, which ought to be pasted on
a lot of walls.
First there
is the
guy who
thinks the definition of a split
second is the time between the
change of the light and the honk
of the horn behind. Cur men
calls that guy a "hornblower."
Then there
is the
"creeping
heartstait." The jerk who lets
the clutch take over ani begins
crawling ahead while the light
is still red.
The "bull-headed crasher." That
is the driver who jams his way
Into the line of traffic, forcing
other drivers to stop, and maybe
knocks fenders or possib'y racks
up an innocent street-crosser.
The "red-nosed road runner."
He's easy to spot if you are behind him. He has stopped at too
many gin Mills. Good idea to
stay behind him.
The "tunnel-eyed whizzer." The
guy' who can see only straight
ahead. 'He makes a fast pass at
every crossroad without looking
either hither or yonward.
The 'bright-eyed blinder." Evet), sensible driver recogiuzes this
fellow.
The "compulsive passer.- The
man who, on the final count,
doesn't live very long. Ile passe*
everything on the road.
The "fencer sitter." The guy
who doesn't know where he is
going or how he is going to get
there, but stops in tho middle of
"snaffle to ask his spouse, or look
for road signs.
I.-iiwasel-hended-scerre-water=
Cr." The bird who has to look
for native birds or a tare bush
under a tree-while driving.
And finally. the "large-mouth
jughead." That would be the "hotrod," so called. Not all of these
kids are a menace; most of them
have better sense. not some are
bad tonic.
Amen, Brother
Van
Noppen.
You got it straight.

April 20, 1954
TOTAL HEAD 1069
Good Quality Fat Steers
Medium Quality Butcher Cattle
Baby Beeves
Fat Cows
Canners and Cutters
Bulls
THREE MONTHS after declaring
he was awaiting death eagerly,
Father Julius Bum., cancerstricken priest, is showing remarkable improvement since
the Easter seaman. Now able to
take food through the mouth
again, the former Army chaplain enjoys a malted milk at
Parsons, Kan.
Istorsatiosal)

$20.00423.70
.... 16.00-1950
16.00-22.00
11.00-14.00
7.00-10.50
11.00-14.50

VEALE, —
Fancy Veals
No. 1 Veals
No. 2 Veals
Throwouts

BEAURON ELKINS FARM
AT OLD FAXON. KY.

Mr. Elkins, having sold his farm, is forced to set
everything but his furniture.
If the public has any surplus equipment, furniture or antiques, bring them to this sale. You may
take your items any time. There will be some GM
to receive them. Plenty parking space.
Will offer 1847 Ford Ferguson tractor, disc,
plow, cultivator, two row corn planter, and mowing
machine; 1950 Jeep Pick up truck, 4 weel drive;
1948 Kaiser car; old city bus ideal for feed seed
house or cabin; eight milk cows, all fresh; one year
old heifer, one 15 months old bull; nine calves;
one gentle work mare; about 20 barrels of corn;
150 bales straw; one two unit electric milker,
practically new, milk cans and utensils; one two
wheel trailer.

Terms can be arranged and daily inspection invited. Nothing sold before the date of sale. Lunches and drinks will be served at noon.

DOUGLASS SHOEMAKER
Auctioneer

28.00

I
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These facts about the New Chevrolet
can help you make an important decision
Don't you agree that buying a new car callsior careful
consideration? Regardless of make, it involves a substantial amount of money and a lot of future satisfaction. This information can give you a better idea of comparative value and help you decide which make to buy.

STUDIOUS DOCTORS
HARTFORD. Conn. - ef4 A Hartford County Metttf-al Association poll showed that most doctors "go to school" all their lives.
The poll disclosed doctors study
the equivalent of three months
each year, keeping up with new

interior as well HS the strength and
safety of the body construction.
'That's why we think it worth your
consideration that Chevrolet has the
only Body by Fisher in the low-price
field.
You can see the difference outside
and inside. We'd especially like you
to look over the new interiors. Just sit
in the car, if you will. Feel the
quality of the fabrics and notice the
more generous use of vinyl trim.
In all these ways, you'll find evidance of superior quality and workmanship. And after all, isn't that
what you would expect in Body by
Fisher? As you know. Fisher is the
largest and most famous rnanufacturer of automobile bodies in the
world. Doesn't it stand to reason that
Fisher can build extra quality into
the Chevrolet body? It's there and
you can nee it.

transmission and optional on all
models at extra cost. In gearshift
models, you get the more powerful
"Blue-Flame 115" engine.
But, actually, the increase in
horsepower is only a sort of byproduct of design changes made for
other reasons. Chevrolet engineers
were after greater engine efficiency,
not just greater power. So, you get
improved acceleration, with greater
and safer passing ability. You get
quieter, smoother operation. You
climb the steep hills with new ease.
How hungry is it for gasoline?
A car's reputation for, and record of.
economy of operation is certainly an
important consideration to most
people. We'd be glad to have you
compare Chevrolet in this respect
with any car at any pritv.
And, in the case of this new Chevrolet, you do not have to sacrifice
economy for finer performance and
more horsepower. That's because
the Chevrolet engines are high-compression engines. Their compression
ratio of 7.5 to 1 is the highest in any
of the leading low-priced cars.
This means simply that the engine
compresses, or squeezes, the fuel mix-

imm.ARAtingfs.._dcznv
hear a great deal of talk these
days about engine power: The truth
in that the number of horsepower
isn't nearly as important as what the
horsepower does for you.
In this year's Chevrolet, you get
increased power in two finer engines.
There's the "Blue-Flame 12:1" engine
teamed with Powerglide automatic
You

MORE PEOPLENUY

wring more work out of it. That's
how Chevrolet is able to give you an
important gain in performance along
with money-saving gasoline mileage
—and on regular gas, of course.

Is it up to date in features?
We can't think of a new feature or
development you might want that
you can't have on the new Chevrolet.

PORTER MOTOR COMPANY
Murray

medlcsl developreent!...

Kentucky
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Now you can have Chevrolet's zippy
and thrifty Powerglide automatic
transmission on any model. You can
have Power Steering on all models
and at a new, lower price. You can
have Automatic Window and Seat
Controls on any Bel Air or
Ten" model, and you can have
Power Brakes on any model equipped
with Powerglide. All are, of course,
optional features at extra coat.
How popular a car is it?
When you come right down to it,
there's no better way to judge the
satisfaction a car gives its owners
than by its popularity. How many
people buy it and keep on buying it?
Well, as you may know, Chevrolet
is by far the most popular car in this
country. That's true today and it's
been true for a good many years now.
But it couldn't be true—or wouldn't
be true—unless Chevrolet gave its
owners an extra measure of satisfaction and value.
How much does it coat?
There's a short, sweet answer to that
ode: Chevrolet is priced below all other
lines of cars. This lower coat is made
possible by the greater production
facilitie and purchaaing_power.
of the
world's largest manufacturer of automobiles. That is why Chevrolet can
offer you all the advantages we've
told you about here—and many
more, too.
We'd be more than glad to have
you see all these things for yourself
and to try out this new Chevrolet on
the road. We'll be happy to see you
at any time.

CHEVROLETS THAN ANY OTHER CAR!

rd

•

„

This is the 1954 Chevrolet Bel Air 2-Door'
Sedan With 1 series, Chevrolet offer* a model
to nseet every individual and family wed.,

A good customer of ours was telling
us the other day how he aims up a
new car. Because he's bought a number of them over the yearn, we were
interested in what he had to say. We
think you will be, too.
Actually, what he does is to ask
about seven basic questions. The
answers give a pretty complete picture of the car and its comparative
value. Here's what he wants to know.
How well del like its looks?
That's one question, of course, that
only you can answer. You're the one
who buys the car and you, above
anybody else, should be proud of its
appearance.
All we can tall you is that we hear a
lot of nice things About Chevrolet's
new styling. People seem to like the
new front-end and rear-end designs,
and the way the bumpers curve even
farther around the fenders. They like
the new styling-toucher sit around the
car and the wide choice of bright new
colors and twp-tone combinations. A
good many tell us that Chevrolet has
a decided edge over the other cars in
its fieki for smooth and graceful lines.
Who makes the body?
This question takes in much more
territory than the appearance of the
car. It involves the quality_ pf the

.2P

About 50 or 75 micellaneous pieces for the public
24.00
22.00
20.00
8.50-18.00

HOGS —
180 to 235 pounds

1—fg. es..-traresiowsparaispiorrorr-,

AUCTION SALE
Saturday afternoon, April 24, at 1 p. m., rain or
shine

MURRAY LIVESTOCK CO,
t/A Y UNIFORMS, grey-green In color and profor general duty wear, was shown at the Penfor the first time. If adopted, the uniform will
the first trend away from familiar khaki and
olive drat' shades in more than 50 years. It will be
worni?!'
' SisTers and enlisted men. Left to right
are: .
Jodworth, Detroit, wearing a drill

13 - Recent

lamb markeUngs in Central Kentucky substantiate the claim of
Kentucky livestock farmers that
the lambs produced in the State
are of exceptional quality and
bring premium prices. The four
marketing centers of Central Kentueky-Lexington, Danville, Paris,
and Winchester averaged $25.04
per hundredweight during the 1953
sales season, approximately $3.60
per hundredweight above the national average for spring lambs. At
certain periods during the May
marketing activity the Central

•••••••I•1•.'

Mil*

April

compilation by the Kentucky De.
balL
Ile remembers his days on the partment ot Agriculture of spring

Kentucky
sa
K00 above national average.
In 1952 the Kentucky average
for spring lambs was $28.10 per
hundred pounds while the national
average was $25.20.
The four Central Kentucky marketing centers handled 180.892 head
In 1953. These animals averaged
81.1 pounds per head and sold for
an average of $25.04 ped hundredweight. realizing growers a total
of $3,688,357. In addition, these
markets sold 12,842 bed of ewes
aggrage price of
and _rams Iv
$5.34 per hundred pounds totalling $86,648.
Agriculture Commissioner Ben S.
Adams announced that the Department will have a market reporter on the four Central Kentucky selling centers this year.

1
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SYMPATHY PAINS FOR HER DOLL

The Garden
By John S. Gardner
University of Kentucky
—
The cultivation of parsnips, salsify, beets and carrots, as with
all vegetables, is just to stop
weeds, and is best done before the
weeds get big enough to interfere
with the crop. Because root vegetables customarily mike few side
roots, cultivation may be close to
the row, but should be kept shallow to injss all root&
The pests of these vegetables
are few: only fleebeetles at seeding time and some of the "general feeders" later. The control is
Methoxychlor, two
percent
50
level tablespoons per gallon of
Water:'Or a pound to 50 gallons.
Or a 5-percent Methoxychlor dust
may be used. Spray for fleabeetles
just as soon as the seed is up, as
this insect can do serious damage
in a short time. .

mmr

THE
her
Her
and

In some old gardens, there is
trouble with "lumpy root," the
work
of eelworms, nematodes.
CRIES of one-year-old Nancy Sarno were heard for blocks when Usually, rotating crops is effective
bunny rag doll was "runned over' by a car in Scarsdale, N.Y. against this trouble, sweet corn
tears stopped as soon as they began when Nancy turned nurse being immune to most nematodes,
discovered that her doll was not hurt. (international Exclusive) but if the trouble is garden-wide,
only fumigation is the ewe. As
to this, information may be . had
from county extension agents or
from the Experiment Station, Lexington.
Almost no diseases bother these
root crops, except, only sometimes. blight on salsify, that can
usually be traced to too-close
working. Any of the materials
recommended for tomato blight
will continl salsify blight, usually
in one application.

Tried varities are Hallow Crown
and Guernsey (shorter) parsnips;
Mammoth Sandwich Island SOISify;
Danvers Half-Long and Red-cored
Chantenal (shorter) carrot; and
Dark Strain Crosby's Early Egyptian beets, a shallow globo type.

'Anti' Card

•
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OPERA OFFICER
COLUMBUS, Ga. — It? —Stephen
HarbaCriVk an officer candidate at
Ft. Henning, Ga., keeps trained in
his, civilian profession by issuing
loud orders. The former open,
singer who recently won New
York City's Caruso Memorial Award
says this form of sounding off
"keeps my voice in trim."
tor-essosreitteVe
ou

,hab
ranl

14—•
10-1

De GASPER! WINS LIBEL SUIT

Ins

wit)f, Terry ?limit, 7, la lifted onto a stretcher after being run over by a freight tra:n as
he tried to hop onto It as It pulled in the yard in Milwaukee. Wis. Terry's left leg is gone abeo.
the knee. The injury la swathed heavily in bandages.
(internationai Soundphoto)
stupid ewes."
This being the lambing season.
Patrick had been active . in the
sheep pen the night before the
critics weighed in with their vote
in his favor. He happened to be
in town the sarre day as the verdict because he had to confer
with Leland Hayward about the
script for the movie version of
NEW YORK an—The man who "Mister Roberts" which he is writwon the New York Critics' Circle ing and which Hayward is pronod this week as the author of ducing.
the best American play of the
-Regardless of the award to
1953-54 season is property appre- 'Teahouse: I
,would have to admit
ciate of the honor, but he wants that I've never been
ab:e to get
the public to know, that he has mad
at the critics." Patrick said.
another distinction. '
"Tye had good notices and bad.
'1 think that I am." f441•11 John On 'the whole. "I think that when
Patrick, ,author of The Teahouse the notices have been bad , I've deof the August Moon, the prize- served them I do think I can say
winner. "the only Broadway play- honestly that
. have learned
wright who drives the tractor on things from, the critics, no matter
his own practioal farm and gets what other playwrights may say
up in the middle of the night to about them from time to time.
serve as midwife for some rather
cour;e. you feel tat wh'in
you take a critic rap. You would
not be hams's. if you didn't. But
the critics are never off the beam
very
It pays to listen to
WILL PAY THIS WEEK them. rruch.
A playwright also can learn
Heavy Hens
16e a lot by going to the the:ter and
Leghorns
13e seeing the bad plays."
Cocks
10c Patriok first ht the Broadway
Eggs
27c scene late in 1935 with a play
called "Hell Freezes Over." It
Hides and Hams
Prices subject to change without lasted 25 performances.
notice
"There were" he, said
more
corpses in it at the end than there
are in 'Hamlet.' That dein:: help.
Fonith 13th o
Phone 441 Its only
claim to fame was that
1444Piid mete Phnom- 441
it was the first Broadway direction job by Josh Logan. who turn-

Prize Winner
Drives His
Own Tractor

LOOK! LOOK!

Kelley's Produce

ed up years later as moolithor and
director of 'Mister Robetts.'"
The Teahouse of the August
Moon." which - Patrick adapted
from the novel -of the.same name
by Vern Sneider, is his aecond
kit, but a far bigger one than his
first, "The litsty Heart" He has
had four other Broadway productions besides the three already
mentioned.
"On the' 19th I fly to Londoo
for the opening ot tier Majesty
Theater of the Brit4h verso:It:Of
'Teahouse: " Patrick-said. 'Ell be
back here on the 25th and -go to
the farm in Roaland County
N. Y. to finish the scieer.play of
•
'Mister Roberti' • by the end of
ALCIDE De °ASPEN (right), former Premier of Italy, Is shown on the
June.
witness stand in Milan as he testified in his libel suit against Giovan"I'm. not a very sociable fellow.
nino Guareschi (left), editor of a weekly publication. Guareschi had
I do all my work up at the farm,
published a letter signed with tfte name of De Gasped. purporting to be
even movie scripts. I refuse to
a request to the Allies to bomb Rome during World Wa:r II. De Gaspedi
stay in Hollywood. I live on the
said the signature was forged. The court believed him and sentenced
farm with my sister and niece miff
(International Radiophotos)
the newsman to a year in
_
like nothing better -than reIng -eit
off from the rest -of V•'• world,
especially when I'm working on 3
script. '
r
0
e
,.....• 4 - 0.4I-7 1- --Tor =-4- ------= • .-----",
"By the time I'm through wit
'7.
-14
1
'Mister Roberts.: it will. be tune
,... .,
to 'atart wrrting the stare version
of Ovid William Pierces novel. •
'The Plantaton: on which I have
an option. After that. I hope, noil
some my first musical, brsed on
Cleveland
Amory's non - flrnon I.
book 'The 'Last Resorts
All this planning ahead seems
very laudable. but Patrick has on
ulterior motive. He can elver y
plead work-in-progress...its an eeeuse to stay holed-in on 1Ffie far-"
—so he can run that ,tractor.

RECEPTIONIST In office of senaJoseph McCarthy (II), W13conaln. in Washington shows
you her membership card In
"The Communists Must Go"
club. McCarthy ls honorary
president. She is Mary Cairo of
Medway, Mass. (frittrnational)

tor

FIRST TIME
IN [LOINS

FIRED AS 'RISK' AFTER 23 YEARS
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FEEL as if I'm living in a dream," 43-year-old Abraham Chasanow (seated) said in Washington on being fired by the U. S. Navy
as a security risk alter 23 years' service. Chasanow was suspended from Ms $8.360-a-year r•-.)st last July. was cleared by a
Navy board in October, and learned April 7 that an appeals board
had overruled the October decision. Grouped around Chasanow
are friends and backers from his Greenbelt, Md.. community.
From left: Charles T. McDonald. city manager, Mrs Winfield
McCamy, city clerk; Rev Eric Braund, Greenbelt Community
church minister; George J. Panagouns. public safety director;
(interstatsossa4 Bounapaoto)
Mayor Frank J. lastrier.
_
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TE101.1311TFI'L THIEVES
WEST HAVEN. Coon — aP —
Thieves took nearly 52.000'from
chain store after burnina a h",r the safe with an acetylene tore'
A spark started a mincir fire in t'
office Police !mill the safecrack.
apparently carripd a fire extinouirheo
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ECONOMY GROCERY
Owned & Operated by Rudolph Thurman ,
We pay the highest market prices for fresh eggs, Paying

27c cash

30c trade
51iceci

pound

BACON,Reelfoot,
As Shown
Matching Chair .......
Small Lawn Table

BOLOGNA, by.the piece
29(
.... . • .
lb.
PORK CHOPS,fresh cut,
59c
. ..
lb.

S29.95
S7.95
S2.95

69c

.artsni

livi
"You
or lips

GROUND BEEF, ground
39c
fresh, lb.
PIMENTO CHEESE, our
65c
make, lb.

ble,
!mull
e try

the
Ire
John-

'tea
ated
Lao,
irk a
'Dan'
11 de
at

Fresh Calloway County Grown

Metal Chair
Red or Green

Turnip Or Mustard Greens 2 lbs. 25c
CABBAGE, green heads
. 4c
.
lb.
size
Sunkist,432
LEMONS,
. . 5c
.
2 for

ONLY

$4.50

CORN, fresh, 4 ears.. 25c
CELERY, Jumbo,
2 stalks
19c

V 7"
%/ohm
lion

pert
fie to

Gal

1513_,..nunce can

Cut Green Beans, 2 cans for

25c

dnl
yoi
; pat

ONLY $24.95
152 ounce can

Cream Style Corn

See Our
Big Selection
Of
Lawn Furniture

2 cans for

01

25c

✓ l'E
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I vet
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;
'r eget
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Pink

•

FURNITURE
COMPANY
East Main St.

THURMAN

MIAOWING Laster services it
Augusta, Ga.. David Eisenhower,...the grandson of President and Mr.. Emenhower,
points a toy pistol at the photographer pointing a camera it
him.
fintentational)

•

THE ARMY HAS DEVELOPED "toy" A-bombs to train its soldiers In
atomic age warfare. In Exercise "Snowstorm" at Camp Drum, N.Y.,•
simulated atomic explosion device (top) leaves the launching platform in s cloud of smoke. In the photo at center, left, the "toy" bomb
berins to burrt At right, it is shown forming a pigmy mushroom. At
bottom,Capt. William C.Clark (left), Maj. Benjamin Cook (right). and
Felix Crucct, examine Ens of the simulated atomic explosion device.
(U. S. Army—Dcfcnse Dept. Photos from International Soundphoto)
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Spaghetti or Macaroni

7 oz.
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Bathroom Art

yodel

INR&j WANT

MAKE
WASHDAY
ECONOMY
day by purchasing a good used
washer from Economy tiardware.
ta231c)
it FAST. EASY DECORATING. Guaranteed Priced to sett

SCROOL VACATION TIME'S AL- PLENTY OF HOT 13A1t-6EQUE surrounding counties
$2 00 per
tnost here. Make a playground at Louellas. Fritfay, Saturday and' boat and up, plus
bonus To infor your chfldren in your back- Sunday. One mile oat on Hamel Igidre see H. R.
Wilkinson or K.
yard at little cost. See the Gym Highnay.
(a24c) Hensley, 6 to
p m , week days
Sets at Economy ISArdercie. PS )0
only, at Hotel NationaL_
Our Super Kemtone. Ready to ROSE BUSHES. TWO
YhdhltS
Ta23•1
. Dries in an hour. Guaranteed old. guaranteed. Evergs e e 05,
&able.
Complete satisfaction flowering shrubs. Barnett's Nurs- 1950 FORD TRACTOR WITH AUL
THERE IS NOW
A SIN
rantead. Economy Hardware. ery, 301 So. 8th and Elm Strees, equipment, A-1 shape. Call 7118W-1
Sewing Machine represe&1 for
3 ROOM APAR'INENT, PRIVATE new and
(a23c) phone 142.
used
macke and re(a22c) or see A. W. Stesley.
(a24p1
entr. nee, private bath, electrically pair service
See Leon Hall, 1411
ia24p) Poplar, phone 1074-R
FOR SALE BY OWNER NICE equipped. 1202 W. Main.
TFC
modern 2-bedroom house, garage.
AneWer I. VIraterdayN Puzzle
THREE ROOMS FOR RENT, ON
oil floor furnace, hardwood floors
lower floor. Bathroom and garage
ROSS
81—Container
venetian blinds. Located tn ColMOUNAU UjDOUN
IF YOU ARE TIRED of your
with them, furnished or tinftum32—Not. of scal•
BOMMUR
=MAU
lege View Addition on Coldwater
fried
33—Anon
drab bathroom, add a beautiful
ished. Privacy. Broad Stroet, phone
MO ROM ROU UU
Paton*
$4-8mall opening
Road. One year old. $6501./.00. Call
WANTED-2 LADIES FOR OUR
decalcomania. There are Iiirds,
▪
deetee
ROO.
BABA
1_5--Coneelvee
MAU
(tic)
WM or eeit Freeman Johnson.
ere the
ST—Breee of doe
special demonstration work. Exlowers, clowns, nursery rhyme
Ertll 1UU2 UMW
Hired nee
leanest)
(a22p)
1
MODERN
ROOM
IMANUAd NMUMU
UN- cellent pay. Car necessary Write
by Verdi
distracters, giant leaves, else
SS—Stalk
14
mmenan
19—t-frnber
UNA UNR
furnished apartment, electsic heat.
Box 32S
a24p , treed and marble effects.
43-Bishop's hat
USED
LIVING
OOMMN
ROOM
mmamum
SUITE.
1
s of
Available May .1. Call .7. R. W.
44—Extol
Isay to put on?
Yes, douse
set
MAMA MAU MEIN
46—Exist
Call 1868 or see at 300 N. 5th.
Churchill.
tapici
17—Short and fat
lima in water, remove the back46—Heraldry:
RUA
MEW
1100A
13-0aatropode
(a22c)
grafted
ing and presto—they look as
UM ROM DUU UM
/0--Waary
48—Wilg buffalo
31—Xipiv• It earda
UMMOUU UDUMTA
•11—Equ•lity
though they have been painted.
HELMS PULLORUM CLEAN
IS—Seorurea sole
60—Musical
AMORUJ
Match them a ith towels, shower
to
chicks. Egg contest winners Seeds,
instrument
of foot
51—Paper
curtains or other aceessories. poultry supplies, remedies. Free
E-Dotimarit
measure
IF
YOU
HAVE
SURPLUS
SOME
Ionian
Indlane
and you have a bathroom that exparking. Free brOoding oulletins. RID YOUR HOME OF TERMITES
DOWN
4—Low
presses your taste and artistry.
HELMS. Third-Washington, Padu- and insects. Expert work. Call cash and would like to invest it
act being
1—Sailors
1—Wheel sheets
(cul(oo.)
Wei in a local Abunness for cne year
1—Wolfhound
Decals can also be put m wastecah.
(1p) 441 or see Sam Kelley.
6—Three-toed
baskets, playpens, furniture,
sloths
at better than average return,
, 5
a
7
4
r
1
T—Lead (abbr.)
5
damns of drawers, venetian
ONE USED AC COMBINE; ONE DESTROY TERMITES. FRBE IN- write box 32-M care of tips paper.
5—HurdeneS
blinds and cabinets. A new decal
13
Work
used 3 point pick up Black Hawk spection. Reasonable price
10—Urge on
All replies kept strictly confident•
"blotter" removes old decals in
11—Period of tIMIll
planter; one used 4 wheel wagon guaranteed. Frank hicKlniiey,.13ox
IS—Shade tree
sal.
la22c)
a jiffy.
on rubber. — Taylor Implemnt 471, phone 141-R-4, Mayfield.
IS—City In Russia
'S—Mongolian
(a30p)
Company.
(a24c)
1
22—Bead of
Catholic
25 2•
Church (pl.)
100 DUROC P106 AT els EACH. I I
1_
24—Ratlonal
See Thomas Roberts, Cadiz Road.
_
25—Prefix' half
(/
,
74 29
26—Wife of
()wain t
(1c) LARGE NATIONAL CONCk1RN
27—TadNin idol
expanding. Need several men to
SO—One a ho
FISHING BOAT, CHEAP GOOD
provides food
call on farmers in Calloway and
21—Contrast
I
'condition. See boat at Calloway
' I
Y Si
32—Tardy
34—Kind of tree
MOnument Co. Vester Orr, owner.
i
14—Chernteal
4,
(a24c)
cortionunl
IT Small dog
89—flaistened
40—Goddess of the
AFTER EASTER CLEARANCE!!
/4. 4
moon
17
I
Rack coats and toppers 1, price.
41—Kind of cheese
.
4I—Chart
All hats and bags it price. Lot
(r,
4I—Man's name
44 — Coliris11.,1
III
boys caps L.: price. Rack dresses
47—Compass
ass. a Nil P.4••• S.
point
Ir.
1 3 off. Rack boys suits 1,3 od.—
•
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HURRY TO FURCHES JEWELRY

KNUCKLES DOWN, POP!

NOTICE
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NEW OFFICERS of the American Society of Newspaper Editors,
seen in Washington before their conventicn in New York, are
pictured. Seated (from left) are Virginia Dabney, Richmond
Times Dispatch, re-elected treasurer; Jenkins Lloyd Jones, Tulsa
Tribune, _second vice president. and Walter Lister, Philadelphia
Bulletin, director. Rear (from left) are Kenneth MacDonald, Des
Moines Register and Tribune, first vice president; James S. Pope,
Louisville Courier-Journal and Times, president, and Carl E. Lindstrom, Hartford Times, director.
(faternattorsa4)
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TWENTY-THREE
to the bathroom. She
,-)rrouNtd ii. handy brush and was
v
at her hair to get the
lee eg
eaia out of it when
ie
voice. John-Mark's
d then another
rep Wit
dos—Es ' The corridor that
ivel Of tke tiny bathroom was
sort and Julia stepped out into
_

NOB WILT

sr's

7eglus
Ist:cie
HITS
441 Tea Wet
aillasimaNsamissi+

ff•

ERY

'sving

27,

ash

-HIP'ilbe greeted them.
"Hi yourself," said John-Mark.
Mrs. Ilikevei, definitely flustered,
gliffillis more silver out of a
meet"ye have another 'met,"
e sae as Julia came back into
e reale.
eot perched on the arm
Ravel
The
"I crashed the party," she said
thely. "When Johnny told me
WY
1"fted to supper I made
m
me along. I knew Mama
d love to have me
rrtet
me."
Juanturned from the
set
he had been hanging
e coarlicouldn't get rid of her
ort of wringing her neck,- be
id, "but If you any the word,
re. Ravel, I'll toes her out the
indorser."
Mrs. Rae& put on an extra
ate and napkin. "My grandwelters are always welcome in
y ellitilly she said a trifle stiffly.
since their visits
ist *war less rare. I don't be.
'vu literal has ever been In this
iarttnent before—have you? And
.e lived Isere four years?"
"Yeti were up on the sixth
or %be last time I came."
-The elevator is rather unreble, so I moved down to this
:mid floor. Now I and the stairs
e trying, so I shall move down
H1116 ground floor as soon as
ere is a vacanoy."
John-Mark pulled up chairs and
tteg yrs. Havel gravely. Ravel
See to have her chrir pushed
t6o,
saw, giving Johnirk a larkproh•letary smile.
Ddn't wait for me," Julia said.
the maid. Beside the dc11
at
las Veber here, I look like
t's a new dress, isn't it,
• i.
v?"
'
Ravel remarked, "hi'I
ing my beautiful colts
ts
horrible people. so I
is to
my revenge on him
I Oale,by spending the money.
tostlyrthongtr, tPir-ttre err- new
=tn ages. You really
li I'via
d new
es, too, Dooley That
• you beg on Christmas Day
; pathktte."
I'm didtcated to poverty until
ke." kilt passed the dishes,
w out b* own chair. "After
e I'll*be libakIng money, I hope.
I might even be in the Army
Navy.'
I veto MAL" said John-Mark.
And I leeilaind the veto,", snapped
I. RAY'S!.'
'resenty Ravel said: "I'm makJohnity *Ste me places. We're
ig to the movies tonight,
lib' 11Wie still grumpy about
you can't go along,
to get out more."
'ley;
d," Interposed Mrs.
had
el., "that 43 would Mee eerds,

,..7 gplieorne,
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EEF, ground
39c
REESE, our
65c

lbs. 25c
4 ears

25c
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25c
39'
10c
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Toryang Nene nioilsaed

n't care to go out at night, but
I
enjoy a good game of bridge."
"Make Dooley etick around and
play with you, Mama Harriet."
"Oh, I couldn't. I've never
learned to play a good game.
We're alwaym so dead at night that
If we aren't on duty we just kick
off our shoes and stretch out on
our beds with a book."
Mrs. Ravel sat still when they
were gone. "Well, it was a good
try, anyway," she said presently.
"Help me pick up thls stuff, will
you? I still say the man's in love
with you. Why do you do nothing
about it, while she snatches him
right under your nose?"
Julia gathered up the silver
mechanically. She frowned because
she had no answer. Why was she
letting Ravel get away with this,
pre-empting John-Mark, being
sweetly insolent about It? It would
be so simple to say: "All right,
Johnny. I give tn."
"I think, It's my fault, Mama
Harriet," she confessed a f ter •
little silence. "I ought to love
Johnny. I don't know why I'm not
sure. On Christmas Day I thought
I was sure • .. Now .
I don't
know."
• • •
Julia walked slowly bark to the
hospital. Work was the unportant
thing, after all. The sensible thing
was to put men out of her mind
and be free from
these conflicting and contradictory emotions,
learn all there was to learn in the
few months she had left. She was
feeling very noble about this idea
as she went through the draughty
lower hall. Then the girl at the
chart desk called her name. "Miss
Taber, there's someone asking for
you. In the WU* reception-room."
Julia walked down the corridor
to the small waiting-room, and
four or flve people looked up hopefully as she carne In, immediately
dropped their eyes patiently. Relatives. Anxious and miserable.
From a settee in a corner a girl
jumped up. 'Oh, Dooley!" It was
Sally Albright. She crossed the
room quickly and pulled Julia out
Into the hall. "Dooley, I have to
talk to you."
"What's wrong, Sally? Is It your
father again? Has Pierce—"
"No, it isn't daddy. And Pierce
It all right so far as I know.
Dooley—" Sally's eyes were rig
and dark's:old deautate, With' philITE
shadows giving her face a look of
stark dread— "Dooley, It's me!
You've got to help me." She was
whispering r a pi dl y, frantically.
"I'm the one in trouble and I don't
know where to turn. There used
to be Ithody—she always got me
out of things, but now she can't
any more. So I came to you,
Dooley. You've got to help me!"
"We'd better go where we can
talk, Sally. I can't take you to my
room though . . ." Julia hesitated.
"My car. It's outside." Sally's
hand was icy Itnel Shaking as she
took Julia's arm. Always Sally had
been so sure of herself, so scornfully remote, condescending occasionally to be friendly In a grudging fashion; her assurance had
ri•vro. •neeakee sec hop,— Tin .,••
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Res hike
$41.71
hares gyeiNaga

went to the parking apace, now
almost empty. "Get in." Sally
opened the door of a smart canverti ble.
"New car, Sally?"
"Not so new. Daddy bought It
for rue as a kind of reward for
giving up Martin Cocke. Dad
didn't like him." Sally slid in beside Julia, turned a knob on toe
dash. A radio started playing dance
music softly. "Just so we won't be
overheard. I suppose, Dooley, you
know what this is all about?"
"How can I know unless you
tell me?"
"Oh, Dooley, how innocent can
you get? I'd even forgotten that
you are younger than I am. But
nurses learn all the nasty aspects
of life early, don't they?"
"Sa.Uy, what are you hinting at?
It sounds horrible."
"I tofd you I was in trouble,
didn't I? Isn't that the classic expressitin?
Common kind of
trouble. Now, I'll give you the
worst so you can reel nicely and
then lump all your shocked reproaches in one package. The man
is married."
There was a rigid kind of silence that seemed to close in on
Julia's mind, so that her head felt
tight and strange and her knees
began to quiver.
"This," she said In a little while,
because Sally was obviously waiting for her to say something, "is
pretty grim. But what do you
want me to do? What can I do?"
Sa'ly's eyes were set straight
ahead, but Julia knew the look
that Would lie there, the old
haughtiness touched with awful
panic. "I thought you'd know
somebody, some doctor—"
"I don't know anybody of that
sort. They never practice in hospitals. Who knows about this
"Yod know now. AM a little
conntry doctor in a town east of
here. I went to him today, finally,
after I'd driven myself insane with
worry. Of course I didn't tell him
my right name. I told him 4 was
Mrs. Pierce. He told me I was going to make my husband very
happy. I'd been pretty sure for
some time —.but today settled it.
Dooley, I've simply got to find
somebody—"
"No. I won't have any part of
that. If you're idiotic enough to
risk anything as dangerous as that,

-r-stnrrr- Pv0S-Wilit

You'll have to go away somewhere," Julia suggested at last.
"There's your father."
"The simple solution is for me
to go down and drive trite car into
the river. I wouldn't bungle like
Rh od y."
Julia sat up alertly. "Drive hack
to the hospital, Sally. I've got to
plan. I'll need help."
Sally started the car. "You need
help!"
"It was right there, all the time,
only I couldn't see it. Your father
will have to know, though. You'll
need money."
"Oh, heavens, Dooley, I could
never tell him!"
"You won't have to tell him, but
he has to know."
frn F.. Con f:nu -

Pots. wri Fad is.

Ida Luvino finds a
haven
from terror in the arms of
Howard Duff in "Jennifer,"
Allied Artists release now
at the Varsity theatre,
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BEARDED GEORGE (POP) MAYNARD, $3, takes a shot in the ancient
marble championships held on Tinaley Green, England, every
spring. Contestants this year were the home team, the Tinsley
Tigers, and • U. S Navy "task force," the Grosvenor Bullets,
Captained by Pop, the Tigers wen, 33-16. Pop is flanked by U. S.
Navy Yoemen R. Murphy (left) of Bradford, Pa., and W. Smith
(international)
of Fort Knox, Ky., captain of the Navy team.
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By Al Capp

WE'LL ALL-c043MR!- I.)1.4UP
DAD,WITH STARWAVIMUIN,
IF WE DUN'T ITT THESE
MOOS!!-- PICKLED,
"funtrTHEY TASTE LIKE
HERRING-

FROZEN,
THE'/
TASTE
LIKE ICE
CRIMMMAPLE
WALRUS
FLAVOR!!

WHAT
FOR?
THE'PEACE CLUB"?'
VOL
LAT'S PRA C T IC E
NOT
MAD
SHOOTING AND
AT
KILLING
THEM,
HAMMERICANS..
NOW.?
WE GOT
SHMoosff
LA T !JOT WASTE.
TIME,MEMBERS OF
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By Itaeburn Vara Surds
-5-Ti414—f5- &i*E-P-Y0t4-2111
OFF THE WITNESS STAND, BECKY.., E
DISTRICT ATTORNEY IS VERY
WELL TAKE NO CHANCES OF HIM
TRAPPING YOU INTO ANY
DAMAGING STATEMENTS

NE FIRST-WrlIctE93 r0A-Nr DEFENSE WILL BF THAT DISTINGUISHED PUBLIC SERVAriT, THE
FORMER EMPLOYER OF BECKY
GROGGINS-HARLOW CAVE:

C., I $14 U, Usnid too..., 5,4
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that a high-level purge was about
to sweep Red China.
•
The latter rumors gained impetus a month ago as result of a
speech by a man regarded as a
possible rival to Mao.
Th.s man was 48-year-old Liu
Shao-Chi, a Moscow -trained jackof-all-trades who is on... of six
vice-etair:nen of the central people's government. Liu has a miliBy PHIL NEWSOM
tary background and h:is had *
United Press Foreign Ness. Editor, finger in almost every pie the
Red China's d:ctator. 40-year-old Chinese Communists have bakec
Mao Tse Tung, apparently is back in their long drive for conquest.
at the same old stand.
Lau took over as chief. speak!)
It han been three monitis sinee at the fourth plenary congress ot
brcadcast. the Chinese Communist Party in
Red publirationa isor
made any mention of Mao's at- February and warned of traitors
tending. a nubl:c function. and even in the highest ranks of the
speculation had mounted that he party.
In Mao's absen:e, the warnthe
either was geriolts1. ill(,r dead.
But this week the New Chins seemed especially noteworthy.
TA:iy the relati.faship between
news agency said in a 1Pqming disunknown
Liu and Mao is the
patch that Mao had preoded
the first meeting of a cc:rmittee quantity.
Mao's prestige in Red China is
delegated to WrOe a new national
The clispa*ch to3lt unquestioned.
constitution.
But h.s health also is known to
on unusual s:gnificance since it
was played up in especia.ly large be precarious.
He is known to suffer from
type by Red newspapert.,.
Only other recent' report on high blood pressure' and a'so sutMao had come March 14 olien it fers from ailments contracted durwis announced, he had sent birth- ing 413 long and ardous fign:
day greetings to Him 1.3.2 Bong. against Nationalist leader Chlang
President of the standii.x corn- Kai sheL
Meanwhile. during Ms-- abeance
?ranee of North Korek,% Sttprense
from the public eye many of. tits
t'eople's Assembly.
fun:tons were taken over *
)11.o's
Speculation about
was heightened by rumors th,younger, more energetic Liu

Mao Tse Tung
Now Back In
Old Stand
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JANE PARKER

Chuck Roast

cut from heavy calves

Beef Rib Roast

Cherry

A&P super right round or sirloin,

Beef Steaks

cut from heavy calves

Calf Liver

39c
Jane Parker — 26 oz. loaf
Jane Parker — Package of 6
Jane Parker—pkg. of 6

49c
17c
25c
19c

America nCheese Food

cut from heavy calves

Beef Steaks

(gaper right. lb. 79c) all good lb

Stewing Hens

Pie

A NEVI, Lest-type laiincher is tested at Ilse Maine Sands Proving
ground. N M.. by -Honest John.- the U. El Army's tree flight
artillery rocket, capable of carrying atomic or nigh explosive
warheads. It is for tactical use to provide close fire support in
ground combat operations The launcher is highly mobile and selfIlidenseisotioll
Th. rocket baa no electronic controls.
_

Genuine

EDITORS HEAR PROS AND CONS

LB.
LOAF
Sunnyfield Butter 93 Score. 1 lb. ctn,
Sunnybrook Eggs grade a large, (An dos
pound
Swiss Cheese
Doasestit

69e
65c
53c
59c

35c

Lamb Chops rib

59c
49c

Ground Beef
Spare Ribs

79c
59c

Beef Liver
Slab Bacon

69c

Hams

45c

Cooked Hams shank portion
Breaded Shrimp
Cap'n John

lb. 89c

Sliced

Pork Loin Roast (7 rib cut) A&P Super Right lb. 49c
lb. 69c
Corned Beef
to 4 lb Average
43c
Lamb Shoulder Roast
souare cut. lb.

lb. 95c loin lb 99c shI'der cut

lb. 53c

freshly ground several times daily lb.
lb.

lean, meaty, small sizes

(oohed,

Whole or Butt, lb

Fried Fish Sticks
Spanish Mackerel
Fresh Blue Pike

59c
39c

(pork liver, lb. t9c) Pound

65c

pound

any she cut

37c

69ci shank portion

55c
59c

pound

frozen. 16-01. Pkg.594

4 flahernsen. 10-os. pkg. 494

lb. 39c

Full Dresed Head On

Fresh

Lake. Full

Dressed

lb. 69c

GOLDEN RIPE

Corn
Cucumbers
Celery
Carrots

2 lbs 29c

SPECIALLY
LARGE FRUIT

BANANAS

gLECTED
•
CAI DORNIA

PINT BOX

STRAWBERRIES
9
411°

lb.

Pan Ready Fowl

FRESH LOUISIANA

•

lb.

lit 5 ribs, 7 in cut

Beef Rib Roast

Sliced Bacon

inch cake. cocoanut gold. each

I.

•

Chuck Roast lb 39c

foodof'

Come see ... come save,.. at Afir.P1
CUSTOMER RELATIONS DEPARTMENT
A&P Food Stores
420 Lexington Avenue, Now York 17, N. Y.

Layer Cake
White Bread
Jelly Donuts
Dessert Shells

in every deof values at your A&P, where savings reign
...
raindrops
as
plentiful
as
about
just
They're
partment.
save for a
and even more refreshing. Come see ... come
rainy day at A&P's April Shower of Values!

"SUPER-RIGHT" BLADE CUT

But there's much more to that display than meets the eye!
Before an item reaches A&P shelves it must meet A&P's
standards ... and those standards are very high incteed.
A&P's own brands are, of course, prepared and packaged
according to those standards.
That's why A&P can make this unqualified guarantee:
Every single item you buy at your A&P must please you
.. or you get your money back, without question.

S-INCH
SIZE

Many A&P pricesigave fallen during hIiIt year! More
are dropping almost daily! Now there a regular shower

- -

Customers' Corner
More than meets the eye . ..
When you visit your A&P, you see row after row
stuffs . .. neatly packaged, thriftily priced.

'HONEST JOHN' TESTS LAUNCHER

•••

THURSDAY, APRIL 22, 1954

lICKKAY. KENTUCKY

Tthr latutitat AM)

25
4 ears 29c
2 for 25c
2 stalks 19c
2 for 25c

Fresh Yellow
large saved
Pascal 24 size
California crisp, 1.1b Pligs

EXTRA FANCY

ASPARAGUS

2 R". 391

39c
Pineapple
fresh Cuban Jumbo 1110 size each
49c
bag
lb.
4
Apples
Meow Fancy
W
Potatoes
Idaho
Excellent bakers. 10-lb mesh bags 494
New Cabbage
pound

Sc

2
16-oz.
CORN 2

IONA

Or Sultanal
89(
ICE CREAM
el ho e
ernnW
de
GolK
45`
ARMOURS TREET
32c
33c
•
49( PINEAPPLE JUICE
MIRACLE WHIP
JEWEL SHORTENING
19c
15c Dill Pickles
AsP's OWN
LACHOY
35c
Wilsons Chopped Beef
PURE VEGETABLE
37( Shellie Beans
29c
PEANUTS
SHORTENING
2
43( Fruit Cocktail
SIYANSON BONED CHICKEN
1.39
3';
Boneed Chicken college
Unconditionally guan
29'
E
ALL SWEET OLEOMARGARIN
10c
Beets
to any at
25c
Pie Apples
Jean 89e
SPRY SHORTENING II Ib can
29c
Sugar Wafers
(
43
(
TREND DETERGENT lapekgge 21
19c
Tomato Juice
1.49
53( Sunnyfield Flour
WRISLEY BAG SOAP
LL
,
19c
CAN 75C
Grapefruit Juice
72(
30
TIDE DETERGENT
1-.con 28c
N„.,5 lb. 65c
Dried Beans
The All-Purpose Shortening for
45c
2
1 : 25( Cherries
SPIC & SPAN CLEANER :
CAKES, FRIES and PERFECT PIES
29c
Peaches
72(
31'
BLUE CHEER
45c
Our Own Tea
MOWS THE TIME TO
GET
FULL
FLAVOR...ruu VALUE!
(
7=72
C
JOY LIQUID DETERGENT
25c
Krispy Crackers
What coffee gives
as in-the-bean Eight O'Clock?
4 for 47c
Whitehousb Milk
It's filtishly roasted ...Custom
251 Crackers
2
CAMAY SOAP
give you all the fine flavor
25c
for. Try ill
29(
2
IVORY SOAP
111181HIT O'CLOCK:It. $1.13
r‘-/—
DREFT DETERGENT „I: 30( ,`,k"",n( 72(
Be
1•15 BOKAR 'Alt $1.17
RED CIRCLE
30( G7k:72(
DUZ SOAP POWDER
PRESERVES
NORTHERN TOILET TISSUE 3 25(
GRAPE JAM
/2

Gallen

ALI. FLAVORS

12 es.

LUNCHEON

Can

MEAT

3 lb. 85::

1 lb.'

Can
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